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ABSTRACT

One in eight Finnish women undergoes pelvic organ prolapse surgery in
her lifetime, primarily due to vaginal bulging. Bladder and bowel symptoms
are also common, but the extent to which they result from the anatomical
defect of prolapse remains unclear, leading to diverse management
approaches.

This doctoral thesis investigates the association between prolapse and
overactive bladder, stress urinary incontinence, and anorectal symptoms
and it provides tools for gauging the impact of prolapse surgery. Nearly
3,000 prolapse patients were observed for two years postoperatively. The
Pelvic Floor Distress Inventory-20 (PFDI-20) was used as the outcome
measure.

Overactive bladder symptoms and their postoperative improvement
were more pronounced in anterior and apical prolapse than in the
posterior compartment. The preoperative degree or compartment of
prolapse minimally influenced the stress urinary incontinence status or its
postoperative changes. For half of the women, pre-existing stress
incontinence improved or resolved postoperatively; bothersome de novo
symptoms were rare. Severe preoperative symptoms predicted persistent
stress incontinence, and older age was a risk factor for de novo symptoms.
Obstructed defecation correlated with the posterior vaginal wall stage, and
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a greater improvement was noted after posterior compartment surgery
than after corrections in other compartments.

Minimal important difference and patient acceptable symptom state
estimates were established to interpret changes in the PFDI-20 and its
subscale, the Pelvic Organ Prolapse Distress Inventory (POPDI-6). Mean
differences of 24 points in the PFDI-20 score and 11 points in the POPDI-6
score denote clinically meaningful improvements. Postoperative PFDI-20
scores ≤ 60 and POPDI-6 scores ≤ 17 indicate acceptable symptom states
after surgery.

These findings advance our understanding of pelvic organ prolapse and
guide realistic treatment expectations. Overactive bladder symptoms
frequently improve after prolapse surgery, particularly following anterior
or apical compartment procedures. For many patients, prolapse surgery is
the only procedure needed to address stress incontinence. Women with
obstructed defecation can anticipate improvements after posterior vaginal
wall prolapse correction. However, residual bladder and bowel symptoms
remain prevalent, likely due to these symptoms’ multifaceted nature.

Keywords: pelvic organ prolapse, pelvic organ prolapse surgery, pelvic
floor, overactive bladder, stress urinary incontinence, obstructed
defecation, anal incontinence, minimal important difference, patient
acceptable symptom state
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TIIVISTELMÄ

Joka kahdeksas suomalainen nainen päätyy elämänsä aikana
laskeumaleikkaukseen, tavallisimmin häiritsevän emätinpullistumaoireen
vuoksi. Suurin osa potilaista raportoi lisäksi rakko- ja suolioireita, mutta
näiden syy-seuraussuhteet ovat edelleen epäselviä, mikä näkyy
vaihtelevina hoitokäytäntöinä.

Tämän väitöskirjatutkimuksen tavoitteena oli tutkia laskeuman ja
yliaktiivisen rakon, ponnistusvirtsankarkailun sekä suolioireiden välisiä
suhteita. Lisäksi tarkoituksena oli tuoda käyttöön työkaluja
laskeumakirurgian vaikutusten arviointiin. Tutkimuskohortti koostui lähes
3 000 laskeumaleikkauksesta, joita seurattiin kahden vuoden ajan
leikkauksen jälkeen. Oireet mitattiin Pelvic Floor Distress Inventoryn lyhyttä
versiota (PFDI-20) käyttäen.

Yliaktiivisen virtsarakon oireet olivat yleisempiä ja niiden paraneminen
leikkauksen jälkeen oli selvempää emättimen etuseinämän ja apeksin
laskeumassa kuin takaseinämän laskeumassa. Laskeuman sijainti ja aste
selittivät vain vähän ponnistuskarkailun esiintyvyydestä ennen leikkausta ja
muutoksesta leikkauksen jälkeen. Ennen leikkausta esiintyvä
ponnistuskarkailu parantui osittain tai kokonaan puolella naisista, ja
hankala-asteiset de novo -oireet olivat harvinaisia. Karkailun vaikea-
asteisuus ennusti oireen jatkumista leikkauksen jälkeen ja korkea ikä de
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novo -oiretta. Ulostamisvaikeus oli riippuvainen takaseinämän laskeuman
asteesta, ja oireiden lievittyminen oli merkittävämpää takaseinämän
korjaamisen jälkeen verrattuna leikkauksiin, joissa sitä ei korjattu.

Neljännessä osatyössä määritettiin kynnysarvoja PFDI-20-kyselylle ja sen
Pelvic Organ Prolapse Distress Inventory (POPDI-6) -osiolle. 24 pisteen eroa
PFDI-20-pistemäärissä ja 11 pisteen eroa POPDI-6-pistemäärissä voidaan
pitää kliinisesti merkittävänä. PFDI-20-pistemäärää ≤ 60 ja POPDI-6-
pistemäärää ≤ 17 voidaan käyttää määrittämään hyväksyttävää oiretilaa
leikkauksen jälkeen.

Tulokset syventävät ymmärrystämme laskeumasta ja sen vaikutuksista
oireisiin sekä auttavat asettamaan realistisia hoitotavoitteita. Yliaktiivisen
rakon oireet paranevat usein, etenkin etuseinämän ja apikaalisen
laskeuman korjauksen jälkeen. Useissa tapauksissa
ponnistusvirtsankarkailuleikkauksen yhdistäminen laskeumaleikkaukseen
ei ole tarpeen. Useimmiten ulostamisvaikeus lievenee takaseinämän
laskeuman korjaamisen jälkeen. Osa hankalista rakko- ja suolioireista
kuitenkin jatkuu leikkauksen jälkeen, mikä liittynee oireiden monisyiseen
etiologiaan.

Avainsanat: laskeuma, laskeumakirurgia, lantionpohja, yliaktiivinen rakko,
ponnistusvirtsankarkailu, ulostamisvaikeus, ulosteenkarkailu, pienin
kliinisesti merkittävä ero, potilaan hyväksymä oiretilanne
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1 INTRODUCTION

Pelvic organ prolapse (POP) is a common condition in which pelvic organs
herniate into or out of the vaginal canal.1 It primarily results from vaginal
birth injury, ageing, and genetic predisposition.2,3 POP can markedly
diminish an individual’s quality of life by adversely affecting her physical
and emotional well-being.4 In Finland, approximately 13% of women
undergo surgical treatment for POP.5

Pelvic floor symptoms vary widely in women with POP from complete
absence to multiple concurrent complaints related to tissue protrusion,
bladder, bowel, and sexual function. Vaginal bulging is the most prevalent
and specific indicator of POP.6 Symptoms originating from the lower
urinary tract and anorectum are frequently reported, but directly linking
these symptoms to POP is not straightforward since they are also
prevalent in the general population.6,7 POP can co-occur with a specific
pelvic floor symptom for various reasons, including causation, a shared
aetiology, and mere coincidence.6

Previous research has identified weak to non-existent correlations
between overactive bladder (OAB) and obstructed defecation symptoms’
prevalence and prolapse extent, raising doubts about a causal
connection.7–9 POP surgery seems to relieve these symptoms in certain
cases, but residual symptoms and even symptom deterioration can occur.
This uncertainty is reflected in the debated role of POP surgery in
addressing these symptoms.8–10

Many women who undergo POP surgery report pre-existing stress
urinary incontinence (SUI), and the potential for new-onset SUI after the
procedure generates significant concern.11  Predictors of postoperative SUI
are poorly recognised, and management strategies range from combining
SUI surgery with POP surgery for all patients to selectively combining it in
individual cases or not at all.11

POP surgery’s primary goal is to alleviate prolapse-related symptoms
and improve patients’ quality of life.12 Limited evidence is available on the
comparative effectiveness of different treatment approaches.13 Due to the
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weak correlation between anatomy and symptoms, anatomical outcomes
are insufficient for assessing treatment success.12 Patient-reported
outcome measures (PROMs), such as the short form of Pelvic Floor Distress
Inventory (PFDI-20), are vital to identify patients’ perspectives.13,14 However,
interpreting PROM score differences is challenging; their significance for
patients is not readily apparent.15

This thesis focuses on advancing the understanding of POP’s connection
with pelvic floor symptoms, specifically OAB, SUI, and anorectal symptoms.
Identifying symptoms that depend on anatomy and improve after surgery
delineates the clinical picture, facilitates effective patient counselling, and
generates new hypotheses to refine surgical POP management.
Furthermore, the thesis establishes meaningful thresholds for interpreting
PFDI-20 score differences that can be applied in research assessing the
effectiveness of POP surgery.
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2 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

2.1 PELVIC ORGAN PROLAPSE

2.1.1 Definition

POP is a condition characterised by weakened pelvic support, resulting in
the descent of at least one vaginal compartment along with neighbouring
organs. The International Continence Society (ICS) and International
Urogynecological Association (IUGA) define POP primarily as an anatomical
change, but a definite diagnosis ideally involves symptom correlation.1

However, no particular symptom or degree of descent is specified,
reflecting the challenge in establishing clear criteria.

Anterior compartment prolapse is the herniation of the anterior vaginal
wall. It is typically associated with the bladder’s descent (a cystocele). In
apical compartment prolapse, the uterus - or, post-hysterectomy, the
vaginal vault – descends. The result is uterine or vault prolapse,
respectively. Posterior vaginal wall prolapse commonly involves a
rectocele, the rectum’s protrusion into the vagina. It can also involve an
enterocele, a herniation of the peritoneal sac containing omental fat (a
peritoneocele), the small bowel (an enterocele), or the sigmoid colon (a
sigmoidocele).1,16 More broadly, posterior compartment disorders also
include conditions such as rectal prolapse and internal rectal prolapse,
which is also known as intussusception.16 (Figure 1)

2.1.2 Epidemiology

The reported prevalence of POP varies significantly, depending on its
definitions, diagnostic measures, and populations.17  Clinical examinations
reveal pelvic support loss at least 1 cm above the hymen (POP-Q Stage 2 or
higher) in 37–70% of the general female population.18–24 Prolapse
extending to or beyond the hymenal level affects 7% of women aged 18–83
years20 and 18% of those aged 59–78 years.18 Prevalences based solely on a
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vaginal bulge symptom range between 3% and 11%, with a lower
prevalence observed in studies including young women.17,26–29

The most frequent prolapse site is the anterior compartment, while
posterior compartment prolapse is more common than apical
prolapse.26,30,31 In approximately two-thirds of cases, prolapse affects more
than one compartment.27

 Limited data on POP’s incidence and natural course are available.17

Contrary to prior beliefs, its progression does not appear inevitable.30,32–34

In a five-year study of 160 symptomatic POP patients, 47% had a stable
stage, 40% regressed, and 13% progressed.33 Another study of 64 women
with symptomatic POP, half of whom with at least Stage 3 prolapse, noted
that 81% did not show progression, and one-third opted for intervention
over a median follow-up period of 16 months.34

POP is one of the most common reasons for gynaecological surgery, but
its rates vary significantly between countries.35,36 In 2012, data from 15
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
countries showed a fivefold difference, with rates ranging from 0.5 to 2.6
procedures per 1,000 women.36 In Finland, the rate was 1.3 per 1,000
women in 2009.5 Women’s estimated lifetime risk of undergoing POP
surgery is as high as 19% in some countries;37,38 in Finland, it stands at
13%.39

2.1.3 Functional anatomy of pelvic floor support

The female pelvic floor is a complex anatomical structure that provides
critical support for the pelvic organs and facilitates the essential functions
of urination, defecation, sexual activity, and childbirth. Pelvic floor support
relies on both the organs’ connective tissue suspension and contributions
from the levator ani muscle, regulated via both involuntary and voluntary
neural mechanisms.40

The supportive connective tissues form a continuous sheet from the
perineal body to the vaginal apex. At the apex, the cervix and upper vagina
attach to the bony pelvis through denser collagen aggregations, the
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uterosacral and cardinal ligaments. The mid-vagina connects laterally to
the tendinous arches. The distal vagina merges with surrounding
structures, including the urethra, levator ani muscle, and perineal body,
which further attach to the ischiopubic rami via the perineal
membrane.41,42 (Figure 2)

Figure 2. Levels of pelvic floor connective tissue support suggested by
DeLancey. Republished with permission from the Cleveland Clinic Journal
of Medicine.43

The levator ani muscle comprises three main components: the
pubococcygeus, puborectalis, and iliococcygeus muscles. These muscle
fibres form a U-shape around the levator hiatus, which serves as the
opening for the urethra, vagina, and rectum and represents the largest
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potential hernial portal in the human body.40,44,45  (Figure 3)  The levator ani
muscle maintains a continuous state of contraction, briefly relaxing only
during voiding, defecation, and parturition. This lifting force creates a
horizontal shelf for the organs, keeps the hiatus closed, and contributes to
urinary and faecal continence. Additionally, the muscle reflexively responds
to sudden increases in abdominal pressure, and it can also be intentionally
contracted.40,46 Its innervation originates from the sacral nerve roots (S3–
S5) and travels along the pelvic floor’s cranial surface.47,48

Figure 3. Schematic
view of the levator ani
muscle from below.
EAS, external anal
sphincter; ICM,
iliococcygeus muscle;
PCM, pubococcygeus
muscle; PRM,
puborectalis muscle.
Copyright Sole Lätti

The pelvic floor function has a dual nature. On one hand,
interdependent connective tissue features and the broad levator ani
muscle operate as a unified cohesive unit. On the other hand, it comprises
distinct structures such as the urethral and anal sphincters, each with
unique roles and neural control levels.49 For example, while the pudendal
nerve innervates the urethral and anal sphincters, it does not innervate the
levator ani muscle.47
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2.1.4 Pathophysiology and risk factors

The pathophysiology of POP is complex and likely involves combined pelvic
floor muscle and connective tissue failure.42,50 When the levator ani muscle
maintains a normal tone, the connective tissues undergo minimal tension.
Muscle weakness, whether from trauma or denervation, can widen the
levator hiatus, allowing the pelvic organs to descend and exert pressure on
connective tissues.3,42 Lax connective tissues can lead to a similar
imbalance.42 Mid-level connective tissue defects result in cystoceles and
rectoceles, and the loss of upper suspensory fibres leads to apical
prolapse, often in varying combinations that contribute to diverse clinical
problems.3,41

Most genital prolapse cases are thought to result from birth injury and
subsequent ageing in genetically predisposed women.2 According to a
lifespan model, these factors – along with lifestyles and coexisting medical
conditions – interact and accumulate during different stages of women’s
lives.49

Primiparous women have three to five times higher odds of developing
POP symptoms and clinically-diagnosed POP compared to nulliparous
women.51 Nulliparous women constitute only 0.4–1.9 % of large prolapse
surgery cohorts.52–54  Caesarean delivery does not seem to increase the
prolapse risk compared to nulliparity.51 Multiparity further elevates the
risk, and forceps delivery raises it compared to spontaneous labour.51,55

Vaginal delivery can contribute to POP through mechanisms such as
levator ani muscle deterioration due to avulsion injury, overdistension
trauma, or nerve injury, as well as connective tissue failure.2,3,42,55–58

The likelihood of having POP increases by 10% in each successive year
of life.55,59 In Finland, the highest prolapse surgery rate occurs among
women aged 70–79.5 Several mechanisms linking ageing and POP are
under investigation.59

A positive family history elevates the prolapse risk by two to three
times.60,61 The potential genetic variations associated with POP are linked
to either connective tissue or sex hormone activity.62
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POP can also affect young and nulliparous women, indicating other
factors’ involvement.63 Causes may differ for the anterior and apical
compartments compared to the posterior compartment, which seems less
influenced by childbirth.2 In young women, underlying medical conditions
such as connective tissue diseases or pelvic floor nerve damage might be
likelier.64 POP’s higher prevalence alongside joint hypermobility, Marfan
syndrome, and Ehlers–Danlos syndrome further evidences connective
tissue disorders’ role in POP’s pathogenesis.65,66 Hispanic and European
women are more susceptible to POP than their African and Asian
counterparts.3

POP’s associations with conditions that elevate intra-abdominal
pressure – such as obesity, chronic cough, constipation, and occupations
involving heavy lifting – have been established.67 Obesity may specifically
elevate the posterior compartment prolapse risk.30,68

Hysterectomy probably increases the risk of POP.3,69 Nonetheless, for
women undergoing hysterectomies for indications unrelated to prolapse,
the absolute risk of requiring subsequent POP surgery within ten years
remains modest at 1.6%, and posterior compartment prolapse may be
more prevalent.70,71

2.2 PELVIC ORGAN PROLAPSE AND ASSOCIATED SYMPTOMS

POP can manifest in various ways. For some women, prolapse is found
incidentally during pelvic examinations without any experienced
symptoms. Others report multiple concurrent pelvic floor symptoms.
Women with the same prolapse stage may exhibit varying degrees of
symptom severity, reflecting a poor correlation between anatomy and
most of the potentially POP-related symptoms.6 The hymen appears to be
a significant threshold for symptom development; the average number of
symptoms per subject increases from fewer than one to more than one
when the leading edge extends beyond this level.19

The symptoms commonly attributed to POP encompass four categories:
tissue protrusion symptoms, lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTSs),
anorectal symptoms, and sexual problems. A study involving 308 women
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referred for POP treatment found that at least one tissue protrusion,
urinary symptom, or anorectal symptom was reported by 85%, 92%, and
59% of these patients, respectively.72 Severe morbidity is rare, but these
symptoms can significantly worsen patients’ quality of life, body image, and
subjective well-being.4,73,74

Except for vaginal bulging, none of the associated symptoms are
exclusive to POP; they can also occur with normal pelvic support. Various
pelvic floor disorders frequently co-occur.75 A community-based study
found that 80% of women with SUI or OAB, 48% with faecal incontinence
(FI), and 69% with POP also reported at least one other pelvic floor
disorder.76 Consequently, differentiating between possible prolapse
symptoms and symptoms likely to stem from coexisting lower urinary or
gastrointestinal tract dysfunction is challenging.6

The following scenarios explain, in most circumstances, the relationship
between POP and a specific pelvic floor symptom:6

1) POP is the symptom’s direct cause.
2) POP contributes to or intensifies the symptom.
3) POP and the condition underlying the symptom share a common

pathogenic mechanism.
4) The symptom or its source contributes to POP’s development.
5) No causal relationship exists, but both conditions are common and,

therefore, often coexist.

2.2.1 Tissue protrusion symptoms

The only symptom that can definitely be directly attributed to POP is the
presence of a protrusion, or bulge, outside the vagina, as reported by the
patient and confirmed during clinical examination. Two-thirds of women
scheduled for POP surgery identify vaginal bulging as their most
bothersome symptom.52 A palpable or visible bulge is also the symptom
that most consistently corresponds with clinical examination findings.20,77–80

However, even this symptom’s correlation with the degree of prolapse is
moderate at best – 0.38 to 0.58 in populations with urogynaecological
conditions.77,78,80 Although the symptom is specific (86–100%),78,79,81
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meaning that it is a reliable prolapse indicator, its sensitivity is poor. In the
urogynaecological population, 70% of women with POP at or beyond the
hymen report bothersome bulges, versus only 16–35% of women in the
general population. Even some women with the most severe prolapse
degrees do not report this symptom.78–81  Less specific symptoms, such as
pelvic pressure and heaviness, have a much weaker correlation with the
degree of vaginal support.6

2.2.2 Voiding dysfunction

Voiding difficulty is the LUTS most consistently correlated with worsening
POP stages.7,77,79,82 Around half of women who seek POP treatment at
specialist clinics report voiding dysfunction,7 and around 90% of
preoperative voiding dysfunction resolves after POP surgery.83,84  The
anterior vaginal wall’s downward displacement, leading to urethral kinking
and bladder outlet obstruction, is widely considered the primary
mechanism for voiding dysfunction in POP.85–88

Voiding dysfunction can present as straining to void, hesitancy in
starting to urinate, a slow or intermittent stream, feeling incomplete
bladder emptying, and urgency to promptly revoid.89 A specific POP
symptom is urinary splinting, which involves manually supporting the
prolapsed tissue to facilitate urination.78 Voiding difficulty can result in
elevated postvoid residual volumes, recurrent urinary tract infections, and,
in rare cases, urinary retention.6 Furthermore, hydronephrosis is found in
10–16% of women presenting with POP, and its risk is higher for those with
more severe prolapses.90

2.2.3 Overactive bladder symptoms

POP’s role in OAB symptoms remains debated. While some researchers
have suggested treating even minor POP cases to address OAB symptoms,
others have argued that the coexistence of these prevalent conditions is
likely coincidental.7,91,92

OAB refers to a symptom complex characterised by urinary urgency
with or without urgency urinary incontinence (UUI) that is usually
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accompanied by urinary frequency and nocturia.89 The current perspective
considers OAB a nonspecific multifactorial symptom syndrome arising
from multiple potential pathophysiological mechanisms and contributing
factors that likely overlap.3,93 (Table 1) Its prevalence rises with age, and it is
common in both genders; in Finland, 54% of men and 57% of women
report urinary urgency.94

Table 1. Possible overactive bladder phenotypes, modified from Peyronnet
et al.93

Phenotyping according to the
background mechanism or origin

Phenotyping according to the
pathophysiological cofactors

Myogenic (detrusor muscle)
Urotheliogenic (uro- / suburothelium)
Urethrogenic (urethra)
Supraspinal (brain / brainstem)

Metabolic syndrome
Affective disorders
Functional gastrointestinal disorders
Sex hormone deficiency
Alterations in urinary microbiota
Autonomic nervous system dysfunction

The mechanism through which POP might induce urgency is unclear.
Theories include the following: bladder outflow obstruction leading to
changes in bladder innervation, detrusor muscle, or spinal micturition
reflexes; the stimulation of urothelial stretch receptors due to anterior
vaginal wall distension; and downward traction of the urethra causing
urine’s entry into the proximal urethra and initiating the micturition reflex.8

Community-based studies have indicated that women with POP are two
to six times more likely to experience OAB symptoms compared to those
without POP.76,95–97 OAB symptoms also tend to improve after surgical POP
treatment. A review of 18 studies found the relative risk (RR) range for OAB
symptoms after POP surgery to be 0.1–1.0 (post-surgery frequency
[including de novo] vs. pre-surgery frequency), while frequency reductions
ranged from 8% to 69%.8

Incomplete symptom relief and the emergence of de novo symptoms in
5–22% of cases have prompted efforts to identify predictors for
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postoperative OAB.98 The available data on the prognostic value of age,
body mass index (BMI), preoperative prolapse stage, and urodynamic
markers are inconclusive.99–107

Whether OAB symptoms or their improvement are associated with a
specific prolapse compartment has also remained unclear. The
pathophysiological hypotheses propose that anterior compartment
prolapse involving the bladder might result in more OAB symptoms than
posterior compartment prolapse. However, while some studies have
suggested a correlation between OAB symptoms and the extent of anterior
wall prolapse,22,97,108,109 others have failed to establish a significant
link.79,80,110–115 Only four studies with relatively small sample sizes have
investigated the impact of the operated compartment, and they have not
consistently demonstrated differences between anterior and posterior
procedures.99,100,116,117

2.2.4 Stress urinary incontinence

The relationship between POP and SUI is multifaceted. Around half of the
women scheduled for POP surgery report preoperative SUI that may
persist or resolve after surgery.118 Yet, up to half of the women without
preoperative SUI develop new-onset, de novo, SUI after surgery.118–122

The coexistence of POP and SUI makes logical sense. SUI occurs when
the urethra cannot maintain closure during elevated intra-abdominal
pressure due to an impaired sphincteric system (intrinsic sphincter
deficiency) or weakened urethral support (urethral hypermobility). The
urethral support system includes the same elements that determine the
position of the distal anterior vaginal wall, such as the surrounding muscles
and fascial tissues. The pathophysiological mechanisms of (neuro)muscular
and connective tissue damage, as well as the risk factors, also overlap.63

For 29–52% of women with pre-existing SUI, it resolves after POP
surgery without concurrent SUI procedures.118,123–126 One theory proposes
that anterior vaginal repair enhances continence by supporting the
hypermobile urethro-vesical junction.127 Integral theory suggests that
correcting lax suspensory ligaments strengthens muscle insertion points,
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allowing opposing muscle forces to properly close the urethra.128 Predictive
factors for persistent SUI have not been studied extensively. One study
identified high baseline symptom severity as a risk factor, while another
found no such correlation.123,126 One study linked low preoperative
maximum urethral closure pressure and a short functional urethral length
to persistent urodynamic SUI.129

The reported incidence of de novo SUI after POP surgery varies widely,
from 4% to 49%.118–122,130 This variability may stem from diverse definitions,
populations, baseline continence status, surgical techniques, and follow-up
durations.

De novo SUI is thought to be associated with correcting preoperative
urethral kinking. Pre-surgery, the mechanical obstruction caused by an
advancing anterior wall prolapse might mask SUI.131,132 When surgical
correction resolves the kinking, a potentially weakened continence
mechanism may be exposed, resulting in de novo SUI.132 (Figures 4A and
4B) While some studies have supported this theory by demonstrating a
negative correlation between increasing degrees of anterior wall prolapse
and SUI,114,133  others have not, failing to establish a clinically significant link
between POP anatomy and SUI.22,79,111

Figure 4. A. Urethral kinking related to specific cystocele types: the
proposed mechanism for voiding dysfunction and occult SUI. B. Resolved
urethral kinking after POP surgery.131,132 Copyright Sole Lätti.

A B
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To identify patients at risk of de novo SUI, international guidelines
recommend preoperatively testing continent women with significant
anterior or apical prolapses for occult SUI.13,134 This testing involves a stress
test during prolapse reduction,1 and is found positive in 19–38% of
cases.119,135–137 Its negative predictive value is reasonably good, with a
median of 91% (range: 51–100%), but its positive predictive value is no
better than chance (median: 40%; range: 0–79%).138

A risk calculator assesses an individual patient’s risk of de novo SUI.
Alongside the preoperative reduction stress test, it takes into account the
patient’s age, BMI, number of vaginal births, UUI symptoms, and diabetes
status. The model’s internal validation demonstrated a concordance index
of 0.73, indicating good discrimination ability, outperforming expert
opinion and preoperative stress testing.139 However, its external validity is
questionable, with a concordance index or area under the curve ranging
from 0.50 to 0.69.139–143

Meta-analyses of randomised controlled trials (RCTs) have shown that
combining prolapse surgery with a continence procedure reduces the
incidence of postoperative SUI.11,131 The clearest benefit arises for women
with pre-existing SUI; 40% of those who underwent POP surgery alone
required further continence surgery compared to 0% for those who
underwent combined surgery. For continent women with occult SUI, the
rates were 15% versus 1%, compared to 6% versus 2% for those with
unknown occult SUI status.11 (Table 2) Incorporating an SUI procedure into
POP surgery for continent women without occult SUI offers no benefit.131
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Table 2. The need for subsequent SUI surgery after combination surgery
(vaginal POP repair and mid-urethral sling) compared to vaginal POP repair
alone. Modified from a meta-analysis of RCTs by van der Ploeg et al. 11

Population
POP and SUI
surgery %(n/N)

POP surgery
only %(n/N) RR (95%CI) NNT

Preoperative SUI 0% (0/150) 40% (66/165) 0.0 (0–0.2) 2.5

Continent with occult SUI 1% (1/106) 15% (18/123) 0.1 (0.0–0.6) 7.1

Continent with unknown
occult SUI status

2% (8/348) 6% (23/360) 0.4 (0.1–1.1) NS

RR, relative risk; CI, confidence interval; NNT, number needed to treat; NS, non-significant.

Based on these findings, international guidelines recommend a selective
strategy combining concomitant continence surgery with POP surgery for
women with pre-existing SUI or occult SUI. Conversely, concomitant SUI
surgery is not recommended for continent women who test negative for
occult SUI.13,131,134

Concomitant continence surgery reduces the postoperative SUI risk but
is associated with an increased adverse event risk.11 The meta-analysis
reported that serious adverse events – defined as events necessitating an
invasive procedure or reoperation or resulting in the failure of at least one
organ system or death – were observed in 14% of cases with concurrent
SUI surgery versus 8% of those without. The number needed to harm was
17. Serious adverse events that occurred more frequently with
combination surgery included bladder perforations, ureteral injuries, mesh
exposures, sling-related pain, and long-term voiding difficulties.11

Since accurately identifying individuals at risk of postoperative SUI is
challenging, some surgeons favour a staged strategy. It entails withholding
concurrent continence procedures for all patients and addressing
bothersome SUI postoperatively as needed. Thus, unnecessary procedures
are avoided, but some patients may require secondary surgeries.126
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2.2.5 Anorectal symptoms

Women with POP often experience anorectal symptoms, including
obstructed defecation and FI. The relationship between POP and these
symptoms remains controversial and poorly understood.144

When assessing POP’s role in anorectal symptoms, understanding the
complexity of defecation and faecal continence is essential (Figure 5).
These functions rely on a structurally intact gastrointestinal tract and
coordinated neural, muscular, hormonal, and cognitive systems.144,145

Challenges can arise from any disruption to colonic transit, stool
consistency, recto-anal sensation, rectal compliance, evacuation
completeness, sphincter coordination or strength, or cognitive and
neurological function (cerebral, spinal, or peripheral).145,146

Figure 5. Overview of defecation physiology, modified from Heitmann et
al. 145

Obstructed defecation
Obstructed defecation is a complaint of difficulty in evacuation marked by
symptoms such as straining, the need for manual assistance, and a
sensation of incomplete emptying or anorectal blockage.16 A recent review
of cohort studies found obstructed defecation in 53%  of women with POP
(range: 33–99%); the prevalence was also high in women without POP at
44% (18–59%).7 The previous literature has not reached a consensus on
whether these two conditions co-occur coincidentally due to their high
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prevalence or if they share a common cause or have a causal relationship,
with POP causing obstructed defecation or vice versa.9,144

Plausibly, posterior vaginal wall prolapse could impede rectal emptying
by trapping stool in a rectocele pocket. (Figure 1) However, several studies
have failed to establish an association between obstructed defecation and
the degree of POP generally,97,147–149 or specifically in the posterior
compartment.97,110,148,150–152 While other studies have suggested a link
between obstructed defecation and POP110,151,153 or posterior
POP,22,77,78,113,133,154–161 these associations have typically been weak.

If anatomical correction resolves obstructed defecation, it could support
posterior vaginal wall prolapse as symptoms’ cause, but the evidence is
inconclusive. In RCTs comparing various surgical methods for rectocele
repair, 10–45% of women experienced persistent obstructed defecation.162–

165 Cohort studies have shown varying results, from 87% cure rates to
increased symptom levels.166–168

The potential causal relationship between POP and obstructed
defecation might also be reversed, with straining causing POP.  A case-
control study provided some evidence for this possibility. Women with POP
reported significantly more frequent straining during bowel movements in
young adulthood (61%) than women with SUI (30%) and a healthy control
group (4%).169

Due to this outcome variability and anatomy’s unclear link with
symptoms, some experts have advocated that surgery has a limited role in
correcting obstructed defecation and rectoceles. They stress the
importance of thorough differential diagnoses.170,171  However, causes for
difficult defecation are multiple and often overlap, making differentiation
challenging.172 (Figure 6)
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Figure 6. Difficult, infrequent or incomplete defecation (i.e. constipation)
can arise from multiple, often overlapping causes. Adapted from 9,171–174

Highlighting the overlap between constipation disorders, a study
involving 90 women with rectoceles and obstructed defecation found that
64% had slow transit times and 45–72% were diagnosed with paradoxical
puborectalis contraction. Substantial overlap in structural abnormalities
was also observed, with 36% showing signs of intussusception.170

Splinting or digitation of stool is the defecation symptom most
consistently associated with POP.175 The terminology is inconsistent,
typically referring to pressing on a vaginal bulge, but may also involve
rectal digitation or supporting the perineal body or coccygeal area.1,16  The
clinical implications of these manoeuvres may differ, but evidence is
lacking; for instance, no studies have compared them between patients
with rectocele and intussusception.

Faecal incontinence
The data on POP’s relationship with FI are scarce, but they suggest an
elevated FI risk in individuals with POP.151,153,176  FI involves the uncontrolled
passage of solid or liquid stool, while anal incontinence includes stool or
gas leakage.177,178 The main types are passive incontinence, urgency
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incontinence, and faecal seepage, often with overlapping features.146 (Table
3) Usually the aetiology is multifactorial, typically a combination of factors
that (1) cause diarrhoea, (2) impair colorectal storage capacity, or (3)
weaken the sphincter mechanism.146,174,177,178 (Table 4)

Table 3. Faecal incontinence types and background mechanisms by
Bharucha et al.146

Category Symptom Background mechanisms

Passive Leakage without awareness Impaired sensation or internal anal
sphincter weakness

Urgency Marked rectal urgency with an
inability to hold stool despite
active attempts

External anal sphincter weakness,
reduced rectal capacity, or rectal
hypersensitivity

Seepage Staining or a small amount of
leakage, often occurring after
defecation

Incomplete evacuation, impaired rectal
sensation, or internal anal sphincter
weakness

Table 4. Underlying factors for faecal incontinence. Modified from 146,174,178.

Mechanism Examples

Anal sphincter
complex weakness

Direct trauma: obstetric or iatrogenic injury
(haemorrhoidectomy, internal sphincterotomy, fistulotomy)

Non-traumatic: peripheral neuropathy (pudendal nerve stretch
injury, diabetic neuropathy), neurogenic injury higher in the
brain–gut axis, internal sphincter thinning of unknown
aetiology, myopathies (scleroderma)

Disorders affecting
rectal capacity or
sensation

Inflammatory (Crohn’s disease, ulcerative colitis)

Iatrogenic: radiation proctitis, anorectal surgery

Altered bowel
motility or stool
consistency

Diarrhoea (irritable bowel syndrome, medications)

Overflow due to constipation, defecatory dysfunction

Central nervous
system disorders

Dementia, stroke, cerebral palsy, spina bifida, spinal cord
injury or tumour, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson disease

Structural disorders Fistula, rectal prolapse, recto-anal intussusception
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The co-occurrence of POP and FI is unsurprising given their shared risk
factors, such as vaginal delivery and ageing.51,146 Anal sphincter defects are
frequent in individuals with POP, and the puborectalis muscle’s impaired
function – a risk factor for POP – may also contribute to FI.179,180 Recto-anal
intussusception, common concurrent with prolapse, is also a potential FI
cause.181

Though it is less likely that POP directly causes FI, a proposed
mechanism suggests that a rectocele may result in post-defecation
seepage from trapped faeces.179,182,183 Studies specifically addressing
rectocele are lacking, but faecal seepage has been associated with
defecatory dysfunction and incomplete emptying due to dyssynergic
defecation.184

Reports concerning rectocele repair’s impact on faecal incontinence
have been rare. In a study involving different transvaginal techniques
(N=106), most women with preoperative FI experienced resolved
symptoms after surgery.185

2.2.6 Sexual dysfunction and pain

POP has been associated with a decline in sexual function,4,186–188  due to
factors such as coital urinary incontinence, negative self-perceived body
image, and the avoidance of intercourse due to prolapse.186,189 Meta-
analyses have indicated that POP surgery generally enhances sexual
function, alleviates dyspareunia, and enables some women to resume
sexual activity.190,191

Cohort studies suggest that women with POP tend to report more pain
than those without POP, most frequently low back pain. However, the
current data are insufficient to establish a causal link between POP and
pain.7
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2.3 EVALUATION OF PELVIC ORGAN PROLAPSE

2.3.1 Quantification

A clinical examination, along with a patient history, is generally sufficient
for diagnosing POP and initiating treatment.192,193 The Pelvic Organ
Prolapse Quantification (POP-Q) is the globally accepted standard for
measuring and quantifying POP.1 It has supplanted earlier methods, such
as the Baden–Walker halfway system, due to their imprecision and
significant inter-examiner variability.194

The POP-Q system employs nine distinct measurements in centimetres.1

These include six points in the vagina during maximal straining in relation
to the hymen (Point 0). Negative numbers indicate a point proximal to the
hymen, and positive numbers a point distal to the hymen. Additionally, the
genital hiatus and perineal body are measured during straining, while the
total vaginal length (TVL) is measured at rest.1,195 (Figure 7)

Figure 7. The Pelvic Organ Prolapse Quantification (POP-Q) system. Re-
published with permission from Springer Nature.1

Table 5 presents the five stages of pelvic support in POP-Q staging,1,195

which has been criticised for overlooking the clinical significance of
different prolapse types.196,197 Continuous POP-Q measurements overcome
this limitation.197–199
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Table 5. The Pelvic Organ Prolapse Quantification (POP-Q) staging 1,195

Stage Definition

0 Aa, Ap, Ba, Bp = −3 and C or D ≤ −(TVL-2)

1 Stage 0 criteria not met and leading edge < −1

2 Leading edge  −1 but ≤ +1

3 Leading edge > +1 but < + (TVL-2)

4 Leading edge  + (TVL-2)

The POP-Q system has shown good intra- and inter-examiner
reproducibility.200 One drawback is its possible complexity in learning and
use.201 The simplified POP-Q system was developed as a more user-friendly
alternative, measuring only four points: Ba for the anterior wall, Bp for the
posterior wall, and points C and D for the apex. (Figure 7) The traditional
POP-Q staging is otherwise retained, but Stage 0 is incorporated with Stage
1.1  (Table 5) The inter-examiner agreement ranges from poor to excellent
(weighted Kappa: 0.53–1.0),202–204 and the association with the traditional
POP-Q system is substantial (Kendall’s tau-b: 0.71–0.80).205

2.3.2 Ancillary testing

Ancillary testing – including urodynamic studies, imaging (pelvic floor
ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging [MRI], contrast radiography), and
anorectal physiological testing – may be indicated in certain cases, based
on symptoms. While imaging can also be employed to confirm prolapse
types, quantify POP, and identify muscle injuries, its clinical value in the
routine evaluation of uncomplicated POP has not been firmly
established.206

Urodynamic studies’ predictive value for persistent voiding dysfunction
and OAB is uncertain.138 Evaluating SUI in POP patients is complex,
involving pre-existing SUI or the prediction of de novo SUI, with varying
guidance (see Section 2.2.4). In pre-existing SUI, no comparative studies
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have evaluated preoperative urodynamic studies’ value over office stress
tests.138 Searching for occult SUI through urodynamic assessments reveals
more cases than office stress tests but does not appear to improve
accuracy in identifying those developing de novo SUI.136

The clinical significance of obstructed defecation evaluations lacks solid
evidence, leading to differing recommendations.175 Gynaecological
guidelines typically suggest additional investigations only if symptoms are
disproportionate to physical examination findings or if surgical correction
fails to alleviate symptoms.131,207 Conversely, colorectal guidelines advise
special testing (e.g. manometry, balloon expulsion test, transit study,
defecography) before invasive treatments; surgery is considered only for
patients with confirmed obstructed defecation, normal pelvic floor
relaxation during defecation, and a significant structural abnormality in
imaging.171,208 Defecography is considered the reference standard for
detecting enteroceles and intussusception, 206,209 with no distinct
preference between conventional fluoroscopy or MRI defecography in
current literature.209,210 While pelvic floor ultrasonography is increasingly
used, studies have noted inconsistent agreement between defecography
and ultrasound.211

No definitive evidence shows whether ancillary testing can improve
outcomes in the treatment of obstructed defecation. Different tests yield
varied results, and the most reliable test is unclear.209 Moreover, findings
do not align well with symptoms and clinical examination.207,209,212 Finally,
testing techniques and diagnostic criteria vary widely across studies,
underscoring the need for standardisation.213–215

When patients present with POP and FI, additional investigations are
generally recommended to identify other underlying conditions, such as
sphincter defects or rectal prolapse, which might alter management
plans.131

2.4 NON-SURGICAL MANAGEMENT OF PELVIC ORGAN PROLAPSE

Optimal POP management considers patients’ symptoms and degree of
bother, prolapse extent and compartments, previous treatments,
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underlying medical conditions, sexual concerns, and patient preferences.
Conservative treatment is particularly useful for women who have mild-
stage POP, are frail or elderly, refuse or cannot undergo surgery, or want
more children.216

For some women, counselling and education may suffice. POP does not
always worsen over time, and current evidence suggests that medical
interventions should be considered only at patients’ request.30,32–34,216

However, treatment is necessary even for minimal subjective symptoms in
cases of hydronephrosis compromising the kidneys, recurrent urinary
infections due to obstructed urinary tract, or severe vaginal erosions that
resist conservative treatment.35,217

Women with POP are often advised to adopt certain lifestyle changes,
including weight loss for overweight women, smoking cessation, avoiding
heavy lifting or straining, and constipation treatment. Clinical trials have
not evaluated their effectiveness, and evidence from observational studies
is limited and inconclusive.193,218 For women with obstructed defecation,
the first-line therapy includes dietary modifications, fibre supplementation,
and osmotic laxatives, along with appropriate toilet behaviour.175,219

RCT evidence has demonstrated the effectiveness of supervised pelvic
floor muscle training in reducing pelvic floor symptoms among women with
Stage I–III POP.218  While some studies have suggested improved prolapse
severity, these results have been inconsistent.218,220 Biofeedback therapy
appears to achieve positive outcomes in managing obstructed defecation
even with rectoceles and intussusception.170,221

Guidelines recommend considering vaginal pessaries for women seeking
further therapy.192,193 Data from few RCTs comparing pessary treatment to
no treatment or physiotherapy have been inconclusive, but short-term
cohort studies have indicated that pessary treatment improves patients’
quality of life.222,223 A recent RCT showed that initial pessary therapy did not
meet noninferiority criteria through patient-reported improvements
compared to surgery.224 Regular follow-up may discourage some women
from choosing this option,225 and pessaries are unsuitable for some
patients. A systematic review found a successful fitting rate of 63% at three
months,226 and continuation rates after one year of use have ranged from
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42 to 80%.223,227 Uncommon serious complications are typically related to
neglected pessaries.223

2.5 SURGICAL TREATMENT OF PELVIC ORGAN PROLAPSE

Women with symptomatic POP who are unresponsive to or decline
conservative treatments become candidates for surgery. Surgery aims to
enhance quality of life, durably restore anatomy, eliminate protrusion
symptoms, normalise bladder, bowel, and sexual function, and prevent
complications and new-onset symptoms.6 Since POP is not life-threatening,
assessing its impact on patients’ quality of life and understanding
individual goals are crucial for tailored management and reasonable
postoperative expectations.228,229

POP surgery falls into two main categories: reconstructive and
obliterative. Reconstructive surgery is the prevailing approach. It can be
carried out vaginally or abdominally utilising either native tissue or graft-
augmented techniques. In the Finnish Pelvic Organ Prolapse Surgery
Survey (FINPOP 2015) cohort, 81% of operations were performed using
native tissues, 12% using transvaginal mesh, and 7% using abdominal
mesh.52

Generally, POP surgery improves prolapse-related symptoms and
overall quality of life;230,231 the FINPOP study found a 90% global
improvement and 84% satisfaction two years postoperatively.230

Additionally, POP surgery is considered relatively safe, with a 3.3% rate of
major complications (Clavien–Dindo Grades III–V, indicating complications
requiring intervention or worse) and a 0.6% rate of severe complications
(Grades IV–V, indicating life-threatening complications or death) within one
year post-surgery.232,233

Multiple vaginal segments are frequently affected, necessitating a
combination of resuspension techniques. The selection of the technique
from numerous alternatives is guided by limited evidence comparing their
effectiveness.13 The lack of consensus is reflected in a considerable
variation in individual POP procedures across countries and centres; a
2012 study of 15 OECD countries found a difference of > 10 times.36
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Similarly, nearly a 10-fold difference in transvaginal mesh usage was
observed between healthcare districts in Finland in 2015.52

One challenge of POP surgery is the high recurrence rate, with reported
rates reaching 58% for objective recurrence (at least POP-Q Stage II) one
year later.234 Estimating the exact rate is challenging due to varied
definitions and a lack of large-scale studies with long-term follow-ups.
Using clinically relevant definitions, a combination of various native tissue
procedures found an 18% risk of bothersome vaginal bulge symptom, a
15% risk of prolapse beyond the hymen, and a 5% risk of retreatment
(pessary or surgery) within two years post-surgery.235 In Finland, the 10-
year cumulative risk (2000–2009) for further POP operations was 11%, with
a median interval of 4.8 years between operations.39 Of the FINPOP cohort,
25% had undergone previous POP surgery, 69% of whom had undergone
prior repairs at the same sites.52 Risk factors for recurrence, per systematic
reviews, include advanced prolapse, young age, family history of POP,
levator avulsion, large hiatal area, and previous pelvic floor surgery.55,236–238

In response to high objective failure rates after native tissue repairs,
transvaginal synthetic mesh gained popularity in the early 2000s.
Significant litigation related to adverse outcomes, particularly pain and
dyspareunia, followed. Consequently, most manufacturers withdrew their
products from the market, and many countries, including the United States
and the United Kingdom, prohibited transvaginal mesh. However, it
remains available in Finland and most of mainland Europe, Asia, and South
America.239,240

2.5.1 Outcome assessment

Defining success in POP surgery is complex due to its multifaceted nature,
with rates varying dramatically based on chosen definitions.12,241 In the
past, studies focused on anatomical measures.241,242  However, even
despite optimal anatomical corrections, functional problems may persist,
and de novo symptoms may arise. This possibility underscores the
importance of patient-centred approaches prioritising symptom relief and
quality of life.12,14,131,241
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The National Institute of Health’s 2001 definition, which considers POP-
Q Stage 0 as an optimal anatomical outcome and Stage 1 as a satisfactory
outcome, has been deemed too strict;14,242 40% of women attending annual
gynaecological examinations or post-sacrocolpopexy follow-ups do not
meet these criteria.12,20 A more clinically relevant criterion may be at the
hymen, as prolapses beyond it are associated with increased
symptoms.12,131

The ICS and IUGA recommend defining subjective success as the absence
of vaginal bulge symptoms.14,131 This definition is more strongly correlated
with patients’ perceived overall improvement, treatment success, symptom
reduction, and enhanced quality of life than any anatomical definition.12

To facilitate comparisons in meta-analyses, the current ICS and IUGA
consensus is to report multiple outcomes:13,14

1) Anatomical outcomes, including all POP-Q points and staging.
2) Patient-reported outcomes:

a. The presence and absence of vaginal bulge symptoms.
b. Functional outcomes and quality of life spanning prolapse,

urinary, bowel, and sexual function using valid, reliable, and
responsive symptom questionnaires and condition-specific
quality-of-life instruments.

c. Patient satisfaction.
3) Further surgery: for primary prolapses of different sites,

recurrences at the same sites, complications, or non-prolapse-
related conditions (e.g. SUI).

4) Perioperative data (e.g. operative time, blood loss) and short- and
long-term complications.

2.5.2 Anterior compartment reconstructive surgery

The anterior compartment is the most frequent site for prolapse surgery
and has the highest recurrence rate.243,244 The most common procedure is
anterior repair (colporrhaphy), which involves suture plication of the
vesicovaginal fascia in the midline.245,246 Synthetic mesh is not currently
considered the first-line treatment for anterior compartment prolapse; it
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may be considered for recurrent prolapse.13,193,247 Although absorbable
mesh and biological grafts are studied as potential solutions, limited data
support their use.13,247

In a Cochrane review involving nearly 2,000 women with one-to-three
year follow-ups, anterior colporrhaphy showed higher rates of prolapse
awareness (23% vs 13%), recurrent anterior prolapse on examination, and
reoperation for prolapse (4% vs 2%) than transvaginal permanent mesh. De
novo dyspareunia and SUI rates were not statistically significantly different
between groups, but the estimates were imprecise (RR 0.54, 95%
confidence interval [CI] 0.27–1.06; RR 0.67, 95% CI 0.44–1.01). Permanent
mesh was associated with higher rates of increased blood loss, blood
transfusions, cystotomy, and prolapse in the apical or posterior
compartments; mesh exposure occurred in 11% of cases, with 7%
requiring surgery to address it.247

2.5.3 Apical compartment reconstructive surgery

Advanced vaginal wall prolapse often includes the loss of apical support;
addressing it adequately is considered essential for successful anterior and
posterior repairs.13,248–250  A national database study in the United States (N
= 2,756) with a mean nine-year follow-up provided supporting evidence. It
found that women undergoing isolated anterior colporrhaphy had the
highest cumulative reoperation rate (20%), exceeding that of women
undergoing anterior colporrhaphy combined with apical suspension
(12%).250

Vaginal apical suspension methods encompass native tissue
suspensions, primarily targeting the sacrospinous or uterosacral ligaments,
and mesh suspensions, typically directed at the sacrospinous ligament.13

The predominant abdominal procedure is sacrocolpopexy. It suspends the
apex to the sacrum, usually employing mesh, preferably through a
minimally invasive approach.13 The optimal method for an individual
patient is selected based on factors such as their surgical history,
concomitant pelvic floor disorders, personal goals, and complication and
recurrence risks. The vaginal approach is less invasive and does not require
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general anaesthesia.13,131 For uterine prolapses, uterine preservation or
hysterectomy must be selected.

For post-hysterectomy vault prolapse, sacrocolpopexy is regarded the
preferred option; vaginal procedures are considered possible
alternatives.131 A recent Cochrane review associated sacrocolpopexy with
lower rates of prolapse awareness, repeat prolapse surgery, and prolapse
upon examination compared to vaginal procedures.251 However, the
vaginal group comprised various native tissue and mesh suspensions, and
the sacrocolpopexy group included both open and minimally invasive
operations. Other systematic reviews have highlighted challenges in
comparing data due to the heterogeneity of techniques and outcome
measures. While these reviews have noted superior objective success post-
sacrocolpopexy, results regarding subjective outcomes remain
inconclusive.252–255

In Finland in 2015, the prevailing surgical approach for uterine prolapses
involved vaginal hysterectomy.52 Recently, uterus-preserving procedures
have gained popularity in many countries.256,257 The reasons for choosing
uterine conservation vary, driven by patients’ desire or surgeons’
preference due to potential advantages. Contraindications include various
uterine pathologies. Alongside vaginal and abdominal suspensions
(hysteropexies), the Manchester procedure is another option. It shortens
and fixes the uterosacral–cardinal ligaments in front of the amputated
cervix.245 Limited evidence from randomised trials comparing uterine
preservation to hysterectomy or various preservation methods remains
inconclusive, emphasising the need for further data.13,251,258 Cohort studies
suggest that hysteropexy is a viable option for uterine prolapse,131 and
cohort and registry studies on Manchester repair have reported promising
results.259–261

2.5.4 Posterior compartment reconstructive surgery

Surgical options for posterior compartment prolapse include midline
plication (posterior colporrhaphy), site-specific repair, transanal rectocele
repair, and sacrocolpopexy with or without concurrent ventral rectopexy.13
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Perineal repair may be performed in conjunction.262 Vaginal mesh is not
advised due to insufficient evidence supporting its superiority and its
higher complication rate.13,263

Low- to moderate-quality evidence suggests that repairing rectoceles
vaginally outperforms the transanal approach in objective, subjective, and
functional outcomes, including obstructed defecation relief.263 Traditional
midline plication may achieve better objective outcomes than site-specific
repairs.13,263  Data on sacrocolpopexy or ventral rectopexy for rectoceles
are insufficient.

Enterocele management lacks guidelines. Both vaginal and abdominal
techniques have been mentioned, but no comparative studies have been
conducted.264,265

For combined vaginal and rectal prolapse, sacral colpopexy and
rectopexy can be performed together.266 Surgery for recto-anal
intussusception may be considered if conservative treatment fails to
alleviate symptoms such as obstructed defecation or FI.267 The primary
approach is abdominal, and minimally invasive ventral mesh rectopexy is
gaining popularity.268 Perineal procedures include Delorme’s operation and
stapled transanal rectal resection (STARR).269 No comparative trials have
been conducted, but a systematic review of cohort studies reported 77%
obstructed defecation and 63% FI improvements after ventral mesh
rectopexy.269

Overall, high-quality trials that directly compare surgical approaches for
obstructed defecation symptoms are lacking.

2.5.5 Obliterative surgery

Obliterative surgery is considered only for women who unequivocally do
not wish to preserve their coital function. This surgery, also known as
colpocleisis, involves the removal of the vaginal epithelium and suturing
the fibromuscular layers of the anterior and posterior vaginal walls
together to partially or completely close the vaginal canal.245 Colpocleisis is
suitable for elderly women with significant medical comorbidities due to its
low complication risk, quick recovery, and high objective and subjective
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success rates.270,271 In Finland, obliterative surgery represented 0.8% of
POP operations in 2015.52 In the United States, it is slightly more common,
at 2.2% in 2012.271

2.6 PATIENT-REPORTED OUTCOME MEASURES

A patient-reported outcome (PRO) is a report of a patient’s health
condition, provided directly by the patient, without any interpretation by
clinicians or anyone else.272 PROs are collected via PROMs, standardized
questionnaires that gather information on symptoms, health-related
quality of life, and functional status, aiding in understanding the disease
burden.273 These measures are employed to assess treatment effects in
research, improve patient-caregiver communication, and evaluate the
quality of care, informing health policies and economics.274 They are
intended to complement, rather than replace, clinical data.275 For pelvic
floor disorders, where symptoms play a central role, PROMs present
valuable indicators of treatment effects that objective tests or clinical
assessment cannot measure.276

PROMs can be categorised as generic or condition-specific. Both types
are important in enhancing patient care across healthcare systems. For full
benefits, both types should be used complementarily.275 Generic PROMs
measure health concepts relevant to diverse patient groups, enabling data
compilation and comparison across conditions and settings.275 Condition-
specific PROMs assess the impact of a particular disease, making them
more responsive to the post-treatment changes unique to that
condition.275

Using valid, responsive, and interpretable measures is crucial, and
employing consistent PROMs across studies ensures meaningful
comparisons.277 Though multiple PROMs are available for pelvic floor
disorders, few have undergone translation and cross-cultural validation.278

2.6.1 Pelvic Floor Distress Inventory -20 (PFDI-20)

The Pelvic Floor Distress Inventory (PFDI) is one of the questionnaires
recommended by the ICS. Developed for women with all forms of pelvic
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floor disorders, it measures lower urinary tract, lower gastrointestinal tract,
and prolapse symptoms, gauging their impact on the quality-of-life.278 The
PFDI-20, a shortened version, was created to reduce the respondent
burden and has been proven valid, reliable, and responsive in pelvic floor
and POP research.279–281 The Finnish version has also been validated.282

The PFDI-20 comprises three scales: the Pelvic Organ Prolapse Distress
Inventory -6 (POPDI-6) for POP; the Colorectal-Anal Distress Inventory -8
(CRADI-8) for anorectal function; and the Urinary Distress Inventory -6 (UDI-
6) for bladder function. All of these scales have demonstrated
responsiveness.280

2.6.2 Minimal important difference (MID)

PROMs typically generate summary scores based on responses to multiple
questions. Interpreting changes in these scores can be challenging. While
any study can theoretically achieve statistical significance by increasing its
sample size, the observed difference may lack practical importance for
patients.283

The minimal important difference (MID) addresses this challenge,
representing ‘the smallest change in the PROM of interest that patients
perceive as important, either beneficial or harmful, and that would prompt
the patient or clinician to consider a change in management’.284 The MID’s
primary role is to interpret group-level mean differences: if a statistically
significant difference in change scores between groups exceeds the MID, it
can be considered a clinically meaningful difference in efficacy. It can also
be used in responder analysis to compare the proportion of patients
experiencing meaningful improvements and in sample size calculations to
determine the minimum difference a study must detect.285,286

Three studies have determined the MID for PFDI-20; the estimates range
from 13.5 to 45 points.279,287,288 However, no study has specifically
evaluated the MID for POP surgery. The MID for a PROM may vary based
on the population and clinical context, and a single value may not be
universally applicable.289 The MID for the prolapse-specific subscale,
POPDI-6, has not been previously established.
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Two main approaches are used to determine the MID. Anchor-based
methods correlate PROM score changes with an external criterion (the
anchor), such as the patient’s global rating of change.290 Distribution-based
methods rely solely on statistical characteristics; a common method
involves the 0.5 SD of the baseline PROM score.291 Since distribution-based
methods lack patients’ perspectives, they are generally recommended only
as supporting evidence or when anchor-based MIDs are unavailable.289

Establishing a MID using an anchor-based approach involves choosing
an anchor and selecting a MID calculation method. To ensure credible MID
estimates, the anchor should be understandable and meaningful to
patients, and there should be a substantial correlation between the anchor
and the target measure.290 While multiple MID calculation methods exist,
consensus on the best is lacking.290

2.6.3 Patient acceptable symptom state (PASS)

The patient acceptable symptom state (PASS) is another useful tool for
interpreting PROMs. While the MID indicates the smallest clinically
meaningful improvement denoting ‘feeling better’, PASS represents ‘feeling
good’ and a PROM score ‘beyond which patients consider themselves
well’.292 PASS can be used in responder analysis to determine the
proportion of patients who achieve acceptable states after treatment,
which may be more relevant to patients than experiencing
improvements.293

PASS is well established in musculoskeletal research,294 but its
application to female pelvic floor disorders is new. One study has
determined the PASS for PROMs related to urinary incontinence;295 no
prior studies have defined a PASS for PFDI-20. A recent International
Urogynecology Consultation -document listed PASS as a valuable POP
surgery outcome.296

PASS is determined using an external anchoring method that considers
patients’ perspectives. Patients respond to a single anchor question, such
as, ‘When taking into account your daily activities and your symptoms
related to the disease, do you consider that your state is good enough?’292
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Two commonly used statistical methods are the 75th percentile method
and the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve method; no
consensus exists regarding the optimal approach.297

2.7 RATIONALE FOR THIS THESIS

This thesis was motivated by the incomplete understanding of the
relationship between pelvic anatomy and function. While it is evident that
POP involves more than a physical bulge, its exact contribution to bladder
and bowel symptoms is undetermined, leading to diverse management
approaches.

A prime example is the interplay between posterior vaginal wall
prolapse and obstructed defecation; some clinicians view POP as a
consequence, rather than the cause, and suggest biofeedback and rectal
irrigation, while others recommend surgery. OAB and POP management is
similarly divided. Distinguishing between symptoms likely to improve with
surgery and those unlikely to improve will facilitate effective counselling
and enable realistic expectations.

The optimal approach to address stress continence during POP surgery
is not straightforward. Given patients’ diverse preferences, choosing a
combined or staged SUI strategy necessitates shared decision-making,
weighing risks, benefits, and uncertainties. Clinical guidelines are based on
RCTs, which inform about the relative risk (between combination surgery
and staged approach), but their absolute risks may differ considerably
from routine clinical practice. Gaining a realistic picture of absolute risks is
paramount for informed decisions. Moreover, identifying predictors for
postoperative SUI could refine patient selection for concurrent continence
surgery.
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3 AIMS OF THE STUDY

The thesis’s overarching purpose was to deepen the comprehension of the
link between POP and pelvic floor symptoms and to develop tools for
accurately assessing how POP surgery affects these symptoms. The specific
aims were:

1. To examine whether OAB symptoms depend on the POP
compartment (Study I).

2. To describe SUI symptom changes after POP surgery and identify
predictors of persistent and de novo SUI (Study II).

3. To assess whether posterior vaginal wall prolapse contributes to
anorectal symptoms (Study III).

4. To determine the MID and PASS for the PFDI-20 and POPDI-6
measures in POP surgery (Study IV).
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4 PARTICIPANTS AND METHODS

4.1 DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS

The thesis utilised data from the FINPOP 2015, a prospective,
observational, multi-centre cohort study involving women who underwent
POP surgery in Finland in 2015. Organised by the Finnish Society for
Gynecological Surgery, FINPOP aimed to investigate the safety and
effectiveness of POP surgery. Of the hospitals performing POP surgery, all
five (100%) university hospitals, 17 out of 18 (94%) secondary care
hospitals, 15 of 17 (88%) primary care hospitals, and four of five (80%)
private hospitals participated.

FINPOP enrolled patients aged 18 years or older who were scheduled
for POP surgery. Participants had to be able to communicate in Finnish or
Swedish and lack mental or psychological disabilities that would hinder
their informed consent. Surgical methods were chosen by individual
surgeons according to their usual practice.

The FINPOP cohort included 3,515 women who underwent 3,535 POP
operations, accounting for 83% of the 4,240 POP procedures in Finland
that year (reported in the Care Register for Health Care). Concomitant SUI
surgery was performed for 31 women (0.9%).

4.2 STUDY FLOW

The studies in this thesis included women who completed preoperative
patient questionnaires. Figure 8 presents their selection processes,
exclusion criteria, and data availability.
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4.3 DATA SOURCES AND COLLECTION

The studies utilised questionnaire and register data. Surgeons completed a
baseline questionnaire, and participants filled out questionnaires at their
baseline and six months and two years post-surgery. Data on invasive
treatments for urinary incontinence during follow-ups were retrieved from
the Care Register for Health Care, a national database maintained by the
National Institute of Health and Welfare. The register contains information
on inpatient care, day surgeries, and specialised outpatient care at public
and private hospitals. Based on mandatory records, it has an over 95%
coverage rate.298 Table 6 describes the studies’ data collection.

Table 6. Data collection

Source Data collected

Surgeon
baseline
questionnaire

 Surgical history
 Type and degree of prolapse (simplified POP-Q)
 Operative method (description and the Nordic

Classification of Surgical Procedures code)

Participant
baseline
questionnaire

 Weight, height, parity, and smoking status
 Medical history and medications
 PFDI-20 (Appendix 1)

Participant
follow-up
questionnaires,
six and 24
months

 PFDI-20
 Patient Global Impression of Improvement (PGI-I;

Appendix 2)
 PASS question (starting from 24 months; Appendix 3)

Care Register of
Health Care

 Further urinary incontinence procedures
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4.4 OUTCOME MEASURES AND STATISTICAL ANALYSES

Table 7 presents the outcome measures used in the studies.

Table 7. Outcome measures in Studies I–IV

Study Outcome measures

I PFDI-20 Items #15 (urinary frequency) and #16 (UUI)

II PFDI-20 Item #17 (SUI)
Number of subsequent SUI procedures

III PFDI-20 Items #4 (splinting), #7 (straining), #8 (incomplete emptying), #9
(FI of solid stool), #10 (FI of liquid stool), #11 (flatal incontinence), #12
(pain during defecation), #13 (faecal urgency), #14 (anorectal prolapse)

IV PFDI-20 score; POPDI-6 score; PGI-I; PASS question

Each PFDI-20 item prompts patients to indicate whether they experience
that particular symptom with ‘yes’ or ‘no’. If ‘yes’, patients then rate the
degree of bother using a four-point scale: 1 for ‘not at all’, 2 for ‘somewhat’,
3 for ‘moderately’, and 4 for ‘quite a bit’. The PFDI-20 total score ranges
from 0 to 300, and each subscale ranges from 0 to 100 points. (Appendix 1)

A symptom was considered present at the baseline if the corresponding
PFDI-20 item’s baseline score was > 0. Bothersome symptoms were
defined as responses 3 and 4. For women with baseline symptoms, these
symptoms were considered resolved if their follow-up scores were 0,
improved if their bother scores decreased, persistent if their follow-up
scores were > 0, and worsened when their bother scores increased. For
women with bothersome baseline symptoms, the resolution of these
bothersome symptoms was defined as follow-up bother scores of <3.

For women without baseline symptoms, follow-up scores of 1–4
indicated de novo symptoms of any degree; scores of 3–4 indicated
bothersome de novo symptoms.
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4.4.1 Study I

In Study I, a generalised linear model (ordinal logistic) was applied to
estimate the association between baseline anatomy (Ba, Bp, C) and OAB
symptoms’ baseline severity (bother scores).

Generalised estimating equations were employed to evaluate whether
OAB symptoms’ post-surgery improvement differed between operated
compartments. The ordinal bother score was used as the dependent
variable. The study population was divided into two groups: (1) the
anterior/apical group (surgeries for the anterior and/or apical
compartment ± the posterior compartment) and (2) the posterior group
(surgeries for the posterior compartment only). A sensitivity analysis was
performed adjusting for concomitant posterior repair. A secondary
analysis was conducted to further explore differences between anterior
and apical repair dividing the anterior/apical group into three subgroups:
(1) the anterior group, (2) the apical group, and (3) the anterior and apical
group.

Multivariable models were fitted to control for prolapse in other
compartments and adjust for potential confounders (age, BMI, parity,
smoking, previous POP surgery, and previous anti-incontinence surgery).
Confounders were selected using the previous literature and clinical
expertise with causal diagrams, directed acyclic graphs.299 Factors
associated with both the exposure and the outcome, which were not on
the causal pathway, were considered confounders.

4.4.2 Study II

Study II described post-surgery SUI symptom changes and the number of
subsequent SUI procedures during follow-up, stratified by the baseline
continence status (i.e. incontinent or continent). For women who
underwent SUI procedures during the follow-up period, bother scores of 4
(quite a bit bothersome) were recoded after the SUI procedure date, as the
aim was to investigate whether women still had SUI after POP surgery.
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To assess whether symptoms improved over time, Wilcoxon’s signed-
rank test was used to compare baseline and 24-month bother scores
among women with pre-existing SUI.

A generalised linear model was employed to identify prognostic factors
for baseline, persistent (24-month data), and de novo (six and 24-month
data) SUI; the ordinal bother score was used as the dependent variable. A
binary logistic regression model was used to examine prognostic factors
for invasive procedures treating persistent SUI during the two-year follow-
up. Potential prognostic factors for multivariable models were selected
based on the previous literature or clinical interest. These factors included
age, BMI, vaginal parity, smoking, diabetes, hysterectomy and POP surgery
history, prolapse degree, baseline SUI severity, baseline UUI, and surgery
type and compartment. The categories for the compartment of surgery
were: (1) anterior group (procedures for the anterior compartment ±
procedures for the posterior compartment, but no apical procedures), (2)
apical group (any procedure for the apical compartment ± procedures for
the anterior or posterior compartments), and (3) posterior group
(procedures for the posterior compartment only). Variables with strong
collinearity (correlation coefficients >0.4) were not included in the same
statistical model.

4.4.3 Study III

In Study III, splinting, straining, and incomplete emptying were classified as
obstructed defecation symptoms. Anal incontinence included solid stool,
liquid stool, and/or flatus incontinence.

Binary logistic regression was employed to quantify the association
between the stage of posterior vaginal wall prolapse and prevalence of
bothersome anorectal symptoms at the baseline.

Generalised estimating equations were used to investigate whether
anorectal symptoms’ post-surgery improvement varied depending on the
inclusion of a procedure for the posterior compartment in the surgery. The
presence of bothersome symptoms was used as the dependent variable.
The sample was divided into two groups: women who underwent posterior
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compartment procedures as part of their operations and women who did
not. A post-publication sensitivity analysis excluding participants who
underwent concurrent surgery for rectal prolapse (n=64 of 2,924, 2.2%)
was conducted for this thesis.

Multivariable models were fitted to control for prolapse in other
compartments and adjust for potential confounders (age, BMI, parity,
previous hysterectomy, and previous POP surgery). Confounders were
chosen based on the prior literature and clinical expertise using causal
diagrams. Factors that were associated with both the exposure and the
outcome but were not on the causal pathway were considered
confounders.299

4.4.4 Study IV

In Study IV, the MID analysis used baseline and six-month data, while the
PASS analysis used baseline and 24-month data.

Four previously established methods were used to determine the MID:
three anchor-based methods  (the mean change289,300,301, ROC curve302, and
75th percentile methods294,303) and one distribution-based method (the 0.5
SD method291). PGI-I was used as the anchor question. MID’s credibility was
assessed by calculating Pearson’s correlations between the anchor and the
PROM change and follow-up scores. To compare the MID estimates with
the measurement error, the smallest detectable change was calculated
using a separate study population that had been used to validate PFDI-20
in Finnish.282

The PASS anchor question was, ‘When taking into account your daily
activities and symptoms related to prolapse, do you consider your state
good enough?’ (‘yes’ or ‘no’). The PASS cut-off was determined using two
previously established methods: the 75th percentile and ROC curve
methods.297
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4.5 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The FINPOP study adhered to the ethical standards outlined in the
Declaration of Helsinki of 1964 and its 2013 revision. As a survey study, its
participants were not subjected to any interventions beyond normal
clinical practice. The data were stored and analysed pseudonymously to
ensure participant confidentiality. The participants provided their informed
consent in writing. The Research Ethics Committee of the Northern Savo
Hospital District approved the study on 20 May, 2014, 15 November, 2016,
and 19 January, 2021 (283/13.02.00/2015). Authorisation to use the Care
Register of Health Care as a data source was obtained from The Finnish
Institute for Health and Welfare; the Data Protection Ombudsman was
consulted during the process. Institutional approval was also obtained
from each participating hospital.
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5 RESULTS

5.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY POPULATIONS

The study populations’ mean age was 64 (SD  11) years, and their mean
BMI was 27 (SD  4.1) kg/m2. Their median parity and vaginal parity were 2
(interquartile range 1). Table 8 presents additional baseline characteristics.

Table 8. Baseline characteristics

Variable Study I Study II Study III Study IV

Number 2924 2933 2677 2704

Current smoker, n (%) 255 (8.8) 255 (8.7) 236 (8.9) 219 (8.1)

Diabetes, n (%) 283 (10) 283 (10) 249 (9.3) 262 (10)

Prior POP surgery, n (%) 731 (25) 740 (25) 651 (24) 683 (25)

Prior hysterectomy, n (%) 974 (33) 981 (33) 860 (32) 916 (34)

Prior SUI surgery, n (%) 170 (5.8) 170 (5.8) 0 157 (5.8)

POP-Q point Ba ≥ 0, n (%) 1851 (66) 1859 (66) 1706 (66) 1714 (66)

POP-Q point C ≥ 0, n (%) 1134 (41) 1138 (41) 1057 (41) 1047 (41)

POP-Q point Bp ≥ 0, n (%) 1259 (45) 1259 (45) 1143 (44) 1158 (44)

Local/systemic oestrogen, n (%) 2420 (83) 2429 (83) 2206 (83) 2254 (84)

OAB medication, n (%) 97 (3.3)

Laxative use, n (%) 190 (6.5)

Type of surgery, n (%)

Native tissue repair 2355 (81) 2357 (80) 2166 (81) 2160 (80)

Transvaginal mesh 357 (12) 362 (12) 321 (12) 344 (13)

Abdominal mesh 212 (7.3) 214 (7.3) 190 (7.1) 200 (7.4)
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5.2 BASELINE SYMPTOM PREVALENCE

Among the women surveyed in the entire FINPOP cohort, 97% (n =
2,725/2,802) reported experiencing at least one symptom related to OAB,
SUI, obstructed defecation, or anal incontinence, while 63% found at least
one of these symptoms bothersome. Concurrent symptoms were
commonly reported. (Figure 9)

Figure 9. Venn diagram illustrating interrelationships between bothersome
baseline symptoms. Numbers represent the entire FINPOP study cohort with
responses available for all symptoms.

For individual symptoms, the lowest prevalence was observed for solid
stool incontinence at 19%, while urinary frequency had the highest
prevalence at 67%. Focusing on bothersome symptoms, 6% of women
reported bothersome solid stool incontinence, and 31% reported
bothersome urinary frequency. (Table 9)
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5.3 OVERACTIVE BLADDER SYMPTOMS (STUDY I)

The urinary frequency severity at the baseline correlated with the
increasing anterior wall and apical prolapse degree but not posterior wall
degree. UUI’s severity at the baseline was associated with an increasing
anterior wall prolapse degree but not apical prolapse degree, and an
inverse association with posterior wall prolapse was observed. (Table 10)
The crude prevalence of symptoms increased by approximately 10% from
anterior wall prolapse Stage 0 to Stages 3–4. (Figure 10)

Table 10. Association between overactive bladder symptoms (bother
scores) and anatomy of vaginal compartments (POP-Q points/cm) at the
baseline

POP-Q point Urinary frequency UUI
Ba (anterior) 1.07 (1.03–1.11) 1.08 (1.04–1.13)
Bp (posterior) 0.99 (0.95–1.03) 0.96 (0.92–0.99)
C (apical) 1.04 (1.01–1.06) 1.01 (0.98–1.03)

The multivariable models’ adjusted ORs (95% CI).

Figure 10. Bothersome overactive bladder symptoms’ prevalence (95% CI)
at the baseline stratified by the compartment and stage of prolapse
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Symptom severity improved from the baseline to six months post-surgery
for all operated compartments. Women who underwent anterior or apical
compartment surgeries presented with more severe symptoms at the
baseline than the posterior group. Their symptoms improved more post-
surgery, and they achieved symptom levels similar to the posterior group
postoperatively. (Figure 11) The sensitivity analysis, adjusting for
concomitant posterior repair, produced similar results (data not shown).

Figure 11. Impact of surgery on overactive bladder symptoms. Y-axis: estimated
marginal means (95% CI) from a linear generalised estimating equations
multivariable model. X-axis: follow-up points. The left column presents data in two
surgical groups. On the right, the anterior/apical group is stratified into three
groups. The statistical analyses were performed using ordinal logistic generalised
estimating equations. The asterisk indicates p <  0.05 and Ns. indicates not
significant (p > 0.05) in between-group comparisons.
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Among those with bothersome baseline OAB symptoms, 21–27%
continued to experience bothersome symptoms six months post-surgery.
Bothersome de novo symptoms developed for 1–2%. (Table 9) Table 11
presents symptom changes stratified by the operated compartment.
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5.4 STRESS URINARY INCONTINENCE SYMPTOMS (STUDY II)

At baseline, 50% of the participants reported some level of SUI, while 15%
reported bothersome SUI. (Table 9) A younger age, higher BMI, diabetes,
and UUI symptoms correlated with increased symptom bother at the
baseline. Additionally, a weak inverse correlation was observed between
SUI severity and apical prolapse degree. (Table 12)

Table 12. Factors associated with baseline stress urinary incontinence

Variable Adjusted OR

Age (years) 0.98 (0.97–0.99)

BMI (kg/m2) 1.03 (1.01–1.05)

Ba (cm, anterior wall prolapse) 0.99 (0.95–1.04)

C (cm, apical prolapse) 0.95 (0.92–0.97)

Bp (cm, posterior wall prolapse) 1.04 (1.00–1.09)

Vaginal parity (number) 1.03 (0.97–1.10)

Smoking 1.22 (0.91–1.65)

Diabetes 1.40 (1.05–1.85)

Prior POP surgery 0.99 (0.81–1.20)

Prior hysterectomy 0.93 (0.78–1.12)

Baseline UUI bother score 2.21 (2.06–2.37)

Two years post-surgery, 49% reported improved pre-existing SUI; 35%
achieved complete resolution. (Table 13) Among the women with
bothersome baseline symptoms, 29% reported continued bothersome
symptoms at six months, versus 43% at 24 months. (Table 9)
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Table 13. Stress urinary incontinence symptom changes after prolapse
surgery, n/N (%).

Baseline Change at follow-up 6 months 24 months

Incontinent
N=1329/2677 (50)

Improved 607/1092 (56) 494/1005 (49)

Resolved 428/1092 (39) 354/1005 (35)

Worse 78/1092 (7.1) 151/1005 (15)

Continent
N=1348/2677 (50)

De novo, any bother 166/1139 (15) 218/1087 (20)

De novo, bothersome 18/1139 (1.6) 35/1087 (3.2)

Strong baseline symptoms were associated with a higher likelihood of
persistent symptoms, while advanced baseline apical prolapse and apical
compartment surgery predicted positive outcomes. No other variables
were associated with persistent SUI symptoms. (Table 14)

During the two-year follow-up period, 5% of women with pre-existing
SUI (n=67/1,329) underwent surgical procedures (mid-urethral slings or
urethral bulking) for persistent SUI a median of 264 days after their index
operations. The factors associated with a higher procedure risk included
strong baseline symptom severity and transvaginal mesh surgery, while
advanced apical prolapse at the baseline was associated with a lower risk.
(Table 14)

Of the women without baseline SUI, 20% developed de novo SUI of any
degree versus 3% of a bothersome degree, by the two-year follow-up.
(Table 13) Eleven of the 1,348 women (0.8%) received surgical procedures
for de novo SUI a median of 272 days after their index operations.
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The multivariable models did not identify any significant association
between the POP compartment or degree and de novo SUI symptoms.
Older women, those who underwent transvaginal mesh surgery, and
women with baseline UUI symptoms had an increased risk of developing
de novo SUI symptoms at six and 24 months. Obesity and abdominal mesh
surgery were associated with de novo SUI at six but not 24 months. (Table
14)

5.5 ANORECTAL SYMPTOMS (STUDY III)

As posterior vaginal wall prolapse progressed from Stage 0 to Stage 2, the
likelihood of experiencing bothersome anorectal symptoms increased
proportionately for all symptoms (p ≤ 0.007) except solid stool and flatus
incontinence (p = 0.13 and 0.05, respectively). The strongest association
was observed for splinting. Beyond Stage 2, no further symptom likelihood
increases were observed. (Figure 12)

Figure 12. Prevalence (95% CI) of bothersome baseline anorectal
symptoms stratified by posterior compartment stage

Each symptom’s prevalence decreased over six months, regardless of
whether posterior compartment surgery was performed (p ≤ 0.004).
Bothersome obstructed defecation symptoms persisted in 16–22% of
cases, and bothersome anal incontinence persisted in 23–37% of cases six
months post-surgery. (Table 9)

At baseline, each anorectal symptom was more common among women
who underwent posterior compartment surgery than among those who
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did not. Obstructed defecation and liquid stool incontinence symptoms
improved more after posterior compartment surgery than after surgery for
other compartments. Consistent outcomes were observed both among the
entire study population and via sensitivity analysis excluding rectopexy
cases. (Figure 13)
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5.6 MID AND PASS FOR PFDI-20 (STUDY IV)

The baseline mean PFDI-20 score was 99 (SD  50), versus 41 (SD  20) for
POPDI-6. Table 15 presents the mean change scores from the baseline to
six months, categorised according to each global impression of change
category.

Table 15. Mean PFDI-20 and POPDI-6 change scores (95% CI) from the
baseline to six months for each global impression of change category

PGI-I n (%) PFDI-20 change score POPDI-6 change score

All 2475 (100) −56 (−58 to −54) −30 (−31 to −29)

Very much better 842 (34) −72 (−75 to −69) −38 (−39 to −36)

Much better 1133 (46) −56 (−58 to −53) −30 (−31 to −29)

A little better 335 (14) −38 (−43 to −33) −19 (−21 to −17)

No change 95 (3.8) −14 (−22 to −5.1) −10 (−15 to −6.0)

A little worse 36 (1.5) −31 (−49 to −13) −14 (−22 to −6.3)

Much worse 28 (1.1) −8.5 (−26 to 9.1) −9.9 (−19 to −0.6)

Very much worse 6 (0.2) −17 (−55 to 21) −5.6 (−26 to 15)

The correlations between PGI-I and PFDI-20 or POPDI-6 change scores at
six months were moderate (r = 0.33 and r = 0.35, respectively; p < 0.001).
The correlations between PGI-I and PFDI-20 or POPDI-6 six-month
postoperative scores were strong (r = 0.51 and r = 0.53; p < 0.001).
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The MID estimates’ median was 24 points for PFDI-20 and 11 points for
POPDI-6. The smallest detectable change exceeded the MID for PFDI-20 at
the individual level. (Table 16)

Table 16. Minimal important difference estimates (95% CI) for PFDI-20 and
POPDI-6 obtained via different methods
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−11 0.75 5.8

SDC, smallest detectable change.

Two years post-surgery, 84% of participants (n = 1,902/2,261) considered
their state good enough (i.e. had reached PASS). The women who reached
PASS had a mean PFDI-20 score of 38 (SD  34), while those who did not
had a mean score of 103 (SD  53). The mean POPDI-6 scores among the
women who reached PASS and those who did not were 9.2 (SD  11) and
34 (SD  22), respectively. Figure 14 depicts the PASS categories’
distribution among patients within each PGI-I-category.
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Figure 14. The Patient acceptable symptom state (PASS) category per each
global impression of change category at 24-month follow-ups. Percentages
indicate the proportion of participants who reached PASS.

The median PASS estimates obtained via different methods were 60
points for PFDI-20 and 17 points for POPDI-6. (Table 17)

Table 17. PASS estimates (95% CI) for PFDI-20 and POPDI-6

PROM 75th percentile ROC Median

PFDI-20 58 (55–60) 63 (41–84) 60

POPDI-6 17 (13–19) 18 (13–22) 17
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6 DISCUSSION

This thesis highlights the common occurrence of lower urinary tract and
anorectal symptoms among women undergoing POP surgery. Nearly all
women presented with symptoms related to OAB, SUI, obstructed
defecation, or anal incontinence, often concurrently.

In general, surgery favourably influenced each symptom, regardless of
the surgical compartment. Nevertheless, residual symptoms occurred; 16–
37% of the women with bothersome baseline symptoms still found them
bothersome six months after surgery. Although de novo symptoms
emerged, bothersome symptoms were infrequent.

6.1 THE ROLE OF PROLAPSE IN OVERACTIVE BLADDER
SYMPTOMS

This thesis’s findings support previous evidence that POP can induce OAB
symptoms and that these symptoms improve after POP surgery.

OAB symptoms demonstrated a stronger baseline association and
greater postoperative improvement with anterior and apical compartment
prolapse compared to the posterior compartment. Conversely, most
previous studies have not found a connection between the degree of
anterior wall prolapse and OAB severity.79,80,110–115 Moreover, of the four
studies that had investigated surgical compartments’ impact on OAB
improvements,99,100,116,117 only one demonstrated any effect, indicating
more pronounced improvements after anterior compartment surgery.100

Discrepancies between the present study and studies that did not
identify associations between baseline anatomy and OAB probably derive
from the weakness of the observed correlation. This subtle effect might not
have been detectable with smaller samples.79,110–114 Other reasons include
mild or advanced prolapses’ inadequate representation,79,111,112 variables’
dichotomization,79,80,99,100,112,114,115 and the failure to account for prolapse in
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other compartments,22,79,80,112–114 resulting in a lack of contrast in the
exposure. Of the three studies that had noted comparable improvements
after anterior and posterior compartment surgery, one incorporated
multiple predictive factors in its model, possibly leading to overadjustment
and collinearity.116 In the others, all participants underwent concurrent
apical repairs, potentially weakening the anterior-posterior
comparison.99,117

OAB symptoms’ association with anterior prolapse supports theories
suggesting that POP induces OAB symptoms through bladder outflow
obstruction, stretch receptors’ activation due to anterior vaginal wall
distension, or urethral incompetence.8 However, symptoms were also
prevalent and improved among women with posterior compartment
prolapse. The exact mechanism through which posterior compartment
surgery might alleviate OAB symptoms remains unclear. However,
posterior prolapse could obstruct the bladder or irritate the urothelium via
external compression. Alternatively, it could disturb the pelvic floor muscle
function, affecting urethral continence mechanisms.

The modest correlation between POP anatomy and OAB symptoms, as
well as the incomplete post-surgery symptom relief, indicate that factors
beyond prolapse significantly contribute to OAB symptom variability. OAB
is a complex, prevalent condition with multiple underlying mechanisms
that interact in intricate ways.93 Since POP surgery does not address other
contributing factors, such as urinary microbiota or autonomic nervous
system disorders, resolving OAB symptoms entirely through POP surgery
alone is inconceivable.

6.2 CHANGES IN STRESS URINARY INCONTINENCE SYMPTOMS
AFTER PROLAPSE SURGERY

This thesis’s finding of pre-existing SUI’s 50% prevalence is in line with the
previous literature.118 Patient-related factors, including anatomy, showed
only weak, clinically insignificant associations with preoperative SUI
severity. The prior literature has suggested lower SUI rates in advanced
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POP,131,132 based on a Dutch general-population study (N=2,979), which
reported 55% concurrent SUI in Stage 2 versus 33% in Stage 4.22 However,
the numbers of advanced prolapses were limited (Stage 3: n=32; Stage 4:
n=3), and no statistically significant associations were found. Some studies
have found statistically significant negative correlations, but they included
women referred for POP or SUI, introducing a high risk of selection
bias.114,133

Pre-existing SUI resolved in one-third of women, aligning with prior
research (29–52%).118,123–126 High baseline symptom severity predicted
persistent SUI, as in a Danish study (N = 1,657) with a three-month follow-
up.123 A smaller study (N = 93) did not confirm this finding, but point
estimates suggested an increased risk, and wide CIs implied a lack of
statistical power.126 The greatest improvements occurred after surgeries
involving the apical compartment. However, both the present study and
the Danish study indicated that SUI improvement can follow surgery
targeting any compartment.123 A Swedish RCT comparing perineal repair
with pelvic floor physiotherapy for poorly healed perineal injuries provided
further evidence: 44% of women with SUI symptoms experienced post-
surgery resolution versus no significant improvement post-
physiotherapy.304 The biomechanical rationale for SUI resolution after
posterior repair is not immediately apparent; the pelvic floor muscles’ and
continence mechanism’s function might improve after bulges’ removal or
the perineal body’s restoration.

The de novo SUI incidence ranges widely in the prior literature (4–49%),
primarily due to varying definitions.118–122,130 The 20% rate of any de novo
SUI in the current study aligns with a 22% rate in a similar Dutch study.118

The low incidence of bothersome de novo SUI (3%) observed in this study is
reassuring.

Except for one study observing a correlation between advanced
preoperative cystocele and de novo SUI risk,305 other studies support this
thesis’s finding that de novo SUI develops irrespective of prolapses’ degree
and compartment.121,139,306 This result challenges the prevailing linking of de
novo SUI with the correction of urethral kinking caused by advanced
cystoceles.132 In this context, bladder neck anatomy may be more crucial
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than cystocele size.307 Additionally, posterior compartment prolapses might
mask SUI by externally compressing the urethral lumen, rather than
inducing urethral kinking.88,308

 The only consistent risk factors for de novo SUI identified in the current
study were advanced age, transvaginal mesh surgery, and baseline UUI
symptoms. The limited performance of the de novo SUI risk calculator is
understandable, given weak, non-existent, and even contradictory
correlations between its factors and de novo SUI across studies.139–143 For
example, both the present study and Lo et al. found de novo SUI risk to
increase with age,306 while the study on which the calculator was based
reported opposing results.139

Varied global rates of concomitant SUI surgery imply that international
guidelines’ recommendations to combine POP and SUI procedures for
preoperative overt and occult SUI are not universally accepted.13,131,134 The
reported rates range from 0.2% in Denmark and 0.9% in the FINPOP cohort
to 36% in the United States.309,310

The present study found notably lower rates of subsequent SUI
procedures than the systematic review of RCTs (5% vs. 40% for
preoperatively incontinent women and 1% vs. 6% for continent women).11

This disparity may stem from RCTs incorporating SUI procedures into their
protocol and involving selected populations. In everyday practice, women
receive further treatment only if they actively seek it, and invasive
treatment may not be the primary approach.

Among women with preoperative SUI, 65% experienced persistent SUI,
yet only 5% underwent subsequent SUI procedures. This finding may imply
that many of them managed their symptoms acceptably, as in an RCT in
which 21% of participants with persistent symptoms declined planned SUI
procedures due to a lack of bother.124 Cultural factors and concerns about
complications may influence patients’ decisions. The higher rate of
subsequent SUI procedures after transvaginal mesh surgery – despite
comparable symptoms – could be attributed to more rigorous follow-ups
or patient and surgeon preferences.
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6.3 THE ROLE OF PROLAPSE IN OBSTRUCTED DEFECATION AND
OTHER ANORECTAL SYMPTOMS

The present study substantiates the role of posterior vaginal wall prolapse
in obstructed defecation. These symptoms correlated with the extent of
posterior vaginal wall prolapse and improved more after posterior
compartment surgery than after surgery excluding this compartment.
Previous studies that lacked associations between posterior POP and
obstructed defecation often had smaller samples or limited
representations of advanced POP stages, resulting in insufficient
contrast.97,110,147–152 Conversely, studies employing standardised measures
and well-designed methodologies demonstrated correlations.78,157

 Greater symptom improvement after posterior compartment repair,
compared to cases without repair, implies that prolapse precedes
obstructed defecation, not vice versa. Therefore, it is probable that
posterior vaginal wall anatomy plays a causal role in obstructed defecation,
modifies the effect of an independent anorectal pathology, or both.
However, the relationship between these two is not necessarily a simple
dichotomy; in some cases, anatomical defects in the posterior
compartment may be a consequence of straining.

The reason for the lack of a further increase in symptom prevalence
beyond Stage 2 remains unclear. This observation aligns with the work of
Tan et al., who investigated 1,912 women with various pelvic floor
disorders, noting a linear rise in splinting from POP-Q point Bp −3 to +1
before the prevalence stabilised.78 A potential explanation is that the POP-
Q system, which measures the extent of POP protruding beyond the
hymen, might not accurately capture posterior compartment prolapses’
size; they often bulge anteriorly within the vagina. Larger posterior wall
prolapses might also be more prone to enteroceles, potentially influencing
defecation mechanics. In addition, individuals with advanced POP may
have a unique neural or psychological makeup, tolerating more severe
symptoms and reporting less discomfort.

Obstructed defecation symptoms also improved in women without
posterior wall involvement, and at times, symptoms were absent despite
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advanced posterior wall prolapse. These findings mirror the complexity of
defecation, a coordinated interplay between the nervous system and end
organs in which disruptions can lead to intractable interactions.145

Prior research on the relationship between POP and FI is scant. The
current study revealed a weak correlation between the posterior wall stage
and liquid stool incontinence, which also improved more after surgery for
the posterior compartment than for other compartments. However, no
correlation was found between flatus or solid stool incontinence and
baseline anatomy; postoperative improvement was more moderate for
these symptoms and unrelated to the treated compartment. These
findings suggest that other factors, such as obstetric anal sphincter or
nerve injury, likely contribute to FI more, with prolapse potentially
intensifying their effects. Nonetheless, it is conceivable that, in some cases,
incontinence of liquid stool could be attributed to seepage from the
retained stool in the rectocele pocket, as has been proposed.179,182,183

Pain during defecation, faecal urgency, and a sensation of anorectal
prolapse are not considered typical POP symptoms; rather, they imply
anorectal pathology. The current study found a correlation between
increasing posterior wall prolapse stages and these symptoms’ higher
prevalence. However, their post-surgery improvement was less significant
than that of obstructed defecation and unrelated to posterior
compartment surgery. These symptoms’ coexistence with posterior wall
prolapse might arise from the same pathogenic mechanism between POP
and the conditions leading to these symptoms. For instance, anorectal pain
and a sensation of anorectal prolapse have been proposed to indicate
intussusception.311

6.4 INTERPRETING PFDI-20 SCORES USING MID AND PASS

This thesis complements three previous reports on the MID for PFDI-20
and provides the first MID estimate for POPDI-6. Notably, it defined the
MID specifically for women undergoing POP surgery.

Wiegersma et al. established a MID of 13.5 points for women with
conservative POP treatments, lower than the current study’s 24 points.287
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This difference can be attributed to their study population’s low baseline
score of 56 points (vs. 99 points in this study), reflecting a preference for
conservative treatments with lower symptom burdens. Prior research has
indicated that MIDs are tied to initial symptom severity; individuals
experiencing more severe symptoms require greater score changes for
meaningful improvements.303,312

Barber et al. (MID 45 points) and Utomo et al. (23 points) included
women with any pelvic floor dysfunction.279,288 While Barber et al. focused
on women undergoing surgical treatment (baseline score 122), Utomo et
al. included both conservative and surgical treatments (baseline score 94).
Methodological concerns arise regarding the former study due to its small
sample of 45 patients and no participants reporting ‘no change’ post-
surgery.279

The smallest detectable change at the group level was lower than the
MID, indicating that the measure can distinguish clinically significant
changes from measurement error at the group level. However, at the
individual level, the smallest detectable change exceeded the MID for PFDI-
20. In other words, there is a possibility that an individual patient’s PFDI-20
score change as great as the MID could be a measurement error.

The MID determination process is still evolving; questions about method
selection, anchors’ phrasing and cut-offs, follow-up durations, and
confounding factors such as baseline scores are unresolved.313 Experts
have suggested triangulating the MID by combining several anchor- and
distribution-based methods and using multiple relevant anchors.289 Given
the lack of a unified perspective, this thesis employed multiple methods,
unlike previous reports. The obtained estimates were consistent,
enhancing the confidence in the values.

Making patients ‘feel better’ may not make them ‘feel good’. For
example: a four-point pain score reduction from 9 on a 0–10 VAS scale can
be viewed as a significant improvement, but a score of 5 does not
necessarily denote an acceptable condition. PASS addresses this challenge
as a threshold indicating patients’ likelihood of having reached acceptable
symptom states.292
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The current study introduced PASS into POP research by providing the
first estimates for PFDI-20 and POPDI-6. MID and PASS complement each
other; patients’ conditions may significantly improve, yet remain
unsatisfactory from their perspectives. Conversely, even minor
improvements might lead patients to deem their conditions acceptable,
eliminating the need for further treatment.

Uncertainties persist due to the lack of consensus on optimal methods
for establishing PASS thresholds.297 While baseline scores influence PASS,
their impact is not as pronounced as with the MID.292,293,314 Factors such as
previous treatments’ success and treatment options’ availability could
affect the levels at which patients feel they achieve acceptable symptom
states.315 Furthermore, while PASS holds group-level value, considerable
variation among individuals is probable; therefore, a single cut-off is likely
unsuitable for personalised use.

6.5 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

An experimental study that randomly exposes women to different degrees
of prolapse would be an ideal design to investigate causal relationships
between prolapse and symptoms. However, such a study would not be
ethical or technically feasible. Longitudinal cohort studies can also address
aetiological questions, but validating an observed association as a true
cause-and-effect relationship requires considering chance, bias, and
confounding.283

Chance can influence point estimates in small samples, but inaccuracy
due to chance would be unlikely in a study of this magnitude. A large
sample also ensures precise estimates (i.e. narrow confidence intervals).

The FINPOP cohort accurately represents the population of interest with
a high participation rate. Selection bias is unlikely to have emerged due to
participant drop-out at the baseline; the respondents and non-
respondents did not significantly differ in age, prior POP surgeries,
concomitant or prior incontinence surgeries, or surgery type or
compartment (p > 0.05 for all).
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However, the association between pelvic anatomy and baseline
symptoms could have been overestimated because the sample comprised
women undergoing POP surgery, implying more pronounced symptoms.
The results, therefore, may not directly apply to women with milder
conditions.

The follow-up participation rate was acceptable. Non-respondents at
two years were more likely to smoke, slightly younger (mean age difference
of 1 year), and less likely to have undergone mesh operations.230

Incomplete questionnaires for various reasons added to the incomplete
data, which nevertheless remained at an acceptable level.230 Importantly,
loss to follow-up or unwillingness to answer parts of questionnaires is
likely not completely at random. For example, women with poor outcomes
may be less willing to respond, potentially distorting satisfaction rate and
symptom change estimates during follow-up.

A strength is the available data concerning subsequent SUI procedures
from the Care Register for Health Care for all participants but one.
However, longer follow-up times might have raised procedure rates.
Furthermore, coding errors may have occurred to some extent, although
research on Finnish registers’ quality suggests they might not have been a
major concern.298

Objective data on LUTS were not collected; utilising such data could
have yielded different results. Although PFDI-20 has been validated overall,
its individual items lack standalone validation, posing a potential for
misclassification between SUI and UUI. Questionnaires are also vulnerable
to participants’ capacity and willingness to provide accurate information.
Moreover, the absence of data on urinary urgency and nocturia is a
limitation regarding the assessment of OAB outcomes.

Multiple doctors quantified POP degrees; confirming consistent
adherence to instructions was challenging. Patient-reported covariates –
including weight, smoking status, comorbidities, and medication use – may
also have involved misclassification. However, these exposure and
covariate misclassifications were likely not differential between the
comparison groups (i.e. vaginal compartments), allowing for credible
comparisons.
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Several factors warrant consideration regarding symptom improvement.
First, the absence of a non-surgical comparison group hampers the ability
to attribute symptom improvements solely to the specific effects of
surgery. Non-specific effects, such as regression to the mean and the
natural course of the disease, account for considerable part of changes in
health status following surgery.316 However, these factors likely affect
various symptoms and compartments uniformly, enabling credible
conclusions concerning relative symptom changes. Second, the observed
symptom changes should not be generalised to specific procedures. Third,
the studies lacked postoperative clinical examinations, hindering the
assessment of anatomical recurrences’ contributions to persistent
symptoms. Finally, the studies did not account for conservative treatments
for lower urinary tract symptoms, nor did they consider conservative or
surgical treatments for POP recurrence and anorectal symptoms.

The population-based setting, encompassing diverse patients, surgical
techniques, and surgeons, enhances the external validity of the findings.
Still, the predominantly White and culturally homogenous study population
may limit the generalisability of the results to other ethnic groups; cultural
aspects might influence psychological dispositions and the perception of
symptoms and their severity.

Multivariable regression models were employed to account for potential
confounding factors. Building these models is complex, and some variables
lack robust supporting evidence. Bias may have arisen from omitting
important confounders or adjusting for non-confounders. In Studies I and
III, whose models were designed to explain the symptoms, directed acyclic
graphs were utilised.299 In Study II, which focused on prediction, all
pertinent prognostic factors derived from existing knowledge or clinical
insights were incorporated into the model. Controlling for prolapse in
other compartments was feasible, distinguishing this thesis from other
studies.

Study IV meets four of the five criteria for a credible MID proposed by
Devji et al.290 However, the correlation between the anchor and the PROM
change score is questionable (0.32–0.35). Though correlation thresholds of
0.30–0.35 are commonly considered credible,289 some researchers
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advocate for a higher threshold of 0.5–0.7.290,317 The anchor’s correlation
with the postoperative score was stronger than with the change score,
highlighting limitations in using the global transition rating as an anchor.
Patients may be influenced by their current states when rating and struggle
to recall their preoperative states for comparison; shorter periods from
their baselines could have increased the correlation.318 Discrepancies
between change scores and PGI-I can also emerge when PFDI-20 fails to
accurately represent an individual’s perception. For instance, a patient
might experience postoperative relief from vaginal bulging, urinary
frequency, and obstructed defecation but also encounter distressing de
novo SUI or dyspareunia - the latter not even included in PFDI-20.
Consequently, despite a marked PFDI-20 score improvement, she may
perceive her condition as much worse than before the surgery.

6.6 CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

Clinicians must recognise that the presence of prolapse does not
automatically indicate it as the root cause of bladder or bowel symptoms; it
could also be an innocent bystander. As pelvic floor disorders often coexist
and emerge from diverse origins, expecting POP to account for all
symptomology or surgery to universally resolve it would be unrealistic.

Women have a high likelihood to experience OAB symptom
improvement after POP surgery. Although OAB was more linked to
anterior and apical prolapse, this thesis challenges the conventional view
that urinary symptoms are exclusively influenced by the anterior
compartment.

Individualising SUI treatments during POP surgery and collaborating
with patients is wise. On average, patients with bothersome SUI symptoms
face a 24% chance of complete symptom resolution and a 43% chance of
persistent bothersome SUI two years after POP surgery alone. Hence,
staged strategies are reasonable alternatives for patients hesitant about
concurrent continence surgery and open to secondary interventions. On
the other hand, given the rarity and unpredictability of bothersome de novo
SUI, staged strategies may suit most continent women.
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This thesis’s findings suggest that posterior vaginal wall prolapse can
contribute to obstructed defecation, and most patients can anticipate
considerable improvement after prolapse surgery. Accordingly, surgery is
viable for women with significant posterior vaginal wall prolapse and
obstructed defecation refractory to conservative therapies. However, if
rectocele is not substantial or symptoms extend beyond obstructed
defecation, additional investigations may be prudent.

The importance of comprehensive preoperative counselling cannot be
overstated. Clear information about surgery’s potential and limitations is
essential. While surgery typically alleviates vaginal bulge symptoms,
persistent or new bladder or bowel symptoms remain possible. Benefits
and risks differ across pelvic floor symptoms; this thesis’s findings facilitate
personalised counselling.

MID and PASS thresholds lack relevance for individual patients.
However, posing the PASS question ‘Do you consider your state good
enough?’ is valuable; sometimes, completely symptom-free states are
unrealistic and unlikely to be attained through additional interventions.

6.7 FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

Further research is needed to explain why some women do not undergo
interventions for bothersome postoperative SUI. Additionally, concomitant
SUI surgery’s effects on patient satisfaction compared to the staged
approach should be investigated.

Specific attributions of rectoceles, deficient perineum, enteroceles,
intussusception, or dyssynergic defecation to particular anorectal
symptoms remain uncertain. Studies should correlate symptoms with
various ancillary tests, employing validated questionnaires and
standardised testing.

Continued investigations into symptoms’ improvement after specific
surgical procedures are essential. Studies should apply standardised
surgical techniques and include conservative-treatment or waitlist control
groups to measure surgery’s specific effects. Exploring the correlation
between ancillary testing findings – such as urodynamic studies and
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defecography – and postoperative outcomes could help identify patients
most likely to benefit from surgery. Studies should also involve
postoperative clinical assessments to explain the extent to which
persistent symptoms stem from residual prolapse.
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7 CONCLUSIONS

This thesis supports the following conclusions:

1. OAB symptoms are more related to anterior and apical
compartment prolapse than posterior compartment prolapse.
Substantial symptom improvement occurs after surgery for any
vaginal compartment.

2. Half of women with preoperative SUI experience improvement after
POP surgery, and bothersome de novo SUI is rare. The rate of
subsequent SUI procedures is low. Predicting postoperative SUI
remains challenging.

3. Obstructed defecation symptoms depend on the posterior vaginal
wall anatomy, and improvements can usually be anticipated after
posterior compartment surgery. While anal incontinence, faecal
urgency, pain during defecation, and anorectal prolapse symptoms
also improve after POP surgery, they are less specific to posterior
vaginal wall prolapse and should raise clinical suspicions of
underlying anorectal pathology.

4. The MID and PASS thresholds facilitate PFDI-20 and POPDI-6 scores’
interpretation in POP surgery. Mean differences of 24 points for
PFDI-20 and 11 points for POPDI-6 denote clinically meaningful
improvements; postoperative PFDI-20 scores ≤ 60 and POPDI-6
scores ≤ 17 signify the subset of patients who achieve acceptable
symptom states.
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Abstract
Introduction and hypothesis It is unclear how compartment of pelvic organ prolapse (POP) impacts overactive bladder (OAB)
symptom severity or improvement after POP surgery. We hypothesized that anterior and apical prolapse are more strongly
associated with OAB symptoms than posterior compartment prolapse.
Methods A total of 2933 POP surgeries from a prospective population-based cohort were divided into two groups: (1) anterior and/or
apical compartment surgery (± posterior repair),N = 2091; (2) posterior repair only, N = 478. Urinary frequency and urgency urinary
incontinence (UUI) were evaluated using PFDI-20 (bothersome symptom: score 3–4) at baseline, 6, and 24 months. Association
between degree of POP in specific compartments and symptoms at baseline was estimated with generalized linear models and
between compartment of surgery and symptom improvement with generalized estimating equations.
Results At least one bothersome symptomwas reported by 40% at baseline, 14% at 6, and 19% at 24months. At baseline, urinary
frequency was associated with degree of anterior and apical and UUI with anterior compartment prolapse. Women undergoing
surgery for anterior/apical compartment started with worse symptoms and experienced greater improvement than women
undergoing posterior compartment surgery. Bothersome frequency resolved in 82% after anterior/apical and in 63% after
posterior compartment surgery. Bothersome UUI resolved in 75% after anterior/apical and in 61% after posterior compartment
surgery. After surgery, symptom severity was comparable between groups. Bothersome de novo symptoms occurred in 1–3%.
Conclusions OAB symptoms are more strongly related to anterior and apical than to posterior compartment prolapse, but
improvement is seen after surgery for any vaginal compartment.

Keywords Overactive bladder . Pelvic organ prolapse . Pelvic organ prolapse surgery . Urgency urinary incontinence . Urinary
frequency

Introduction

Overactive bladder (OAB) symptoms are common, affecting
around 13% of women of all ages. The prevalence of these
symptoms increases with age, and they can have a detrimental
impact on the quality of life [1]. Community-based studies show
that OAB symptoms are up to six times more frequent among
women with pelvic organ prolapse (POP) compared with age-
adjusted women without POP [2]. OAB symptoms also im-
prove after POP surgery, implying a connection between the
two [2]. Nevertheless, the role of POP as an explanatory pathol-
ogy behind OAB remains unclear, and current guidelines do not
list POP in the diagnostic algorithms for OAB [3, 4].

Proposed mechanisms to explain the co-occurrence of
OAB symptoms and POP include detrusor overactivity due
to (1) bladder outflow obstruction, (2) bladder wall distension
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and stimulation of stretch receptors, and (3) traction and open-
ing of the urethra triggering the emptying reflex [2]. Based on
these theories, it is plausible that anterior compartment pro-
lapse (i.e., bladder involvement) has a greater impact on the
OAB symptoms than posterior compartment prolapse.
However, the majority of studies have not found any correla-
tion among the degree of anterior, apical, or posterior com-
partment prolapse and severity of OAB symptoms [2].
Furthermore, studies comparing symptom improvement after
prolapse surgery for different vaginal compartments conclude
comparable improvement regardless of the repaired compart-
ment [5–8]. This lack of association, together with imperfect
symptom resolution, challenges the rationale to perform POP
surgery to address OAB symptoms [9, 10].

To understand the relationship between OAB symptoms
and POP, we [1] quantified the association between the
degree of individual POP compartments and OAB symp-
toms before surgery and [2] examined whether symptom
improvement after surgery is dependent on the repaired
compartment. We hypothesized that OAB symptoms are
more strongly related to the anterior and apical than to
the posterior compartment prolapse.

Materials and methods

Setting and participants

We used data from the national, prospective Finnish Pelvic
Organ Prolapse Surgery Survey (FINPOP). The study setting,
population, and methods of surgery have been reported in
more detail previously [11]. All Finnish hospitals performing
POP surgery were invited to participate and to recruit all pa-
tients scheduled to undergo prolapse surgery during 2015.
Women unable to communicate in Finnish or Swedish were
excluded. A total of 41 of 45 hospitals (91%) performing POP
surgery participated. The FINPOP cohort includes 3535 POP
operations representing 83% of POP operations performed
nationwide during 2015 (National database: Care Register
for Health Care).

The population of this study includes 2933 operations with
preoperative clinical examination and symptom question-
naires available. The patient flow, exclusion criteria, and data
availability are shown in Fig. 1. We excluded women receiv-
ing a procedure for stress urinary incontinence concomitantly
(N = 25) or during the follow-up (N = 84) from the analyses
regarding symptom improvement. Of six women receiving
intradetrusor injections of botulinum toxin A between 6 and
24 months’ follow-up, two were excluded from 24 months’
analyses because they reported improvement in the OAB
symptom scores. Since usage of OAB medication at baseline
did not associate with fewer OAB symptoms (rather the op-
posite), we did not exclude these women from the analyses.

Data collection

All data in this study were collected prospectively, and infor-
mation was not retrieved from hospital charts.

The preoperative degree of POP was assessed by the sur-
geons using the simplified Pelvic Organ Prolapse
Quantification (POP-Q) system as a single most distal point
(in centimeters from the hymen) for each vaginal compart-
ment (Ba for anterior; Bp for posterior, and C for apical com-
partment). The stage of POP was determined according to the
POP-Q system [12]. Vaginal length was not recorded, and
therefore stages 3–4 for all compartments, as well as stages
0–1 for apical prolapse, were combined in the analyses. The
surgeons also recorded participants’ surgical history and de-
tails on the operation performed. The surgeons entered the
data in the electronic study registry in a standardized form.

The participants completed standardized, self-administered
questionnaires at baseline and at 6 and 24 months after the
surgery. This included information on their medical, surgical,
and obstetric history. Pelvic floor dysfunction was assessed
with a validated, condition-specific quality-of-life instrument,
Pelvic Floor Distress Inventory −20 (PFDI-20) [13, 14]. The
follow-up questionnaires were mailed to the participants, col-
lected on paper or electronic forms based on participant’s
preference, and entered in the electronic study registry.

Information on the anti-incontinence procedures during the
follow-up were retrieved from the Care Register for Health
Care (coverage > 95%) [15].

Outcome measures

OAB symptoms were evaluated using two items in the PFDI-
20: Item 15, ‘Do you usually experience frequent urination?’,
assessed urinary frequency; item 16, ‘Do you usually experi-
ence urine leakage associated with a feeling of urgency, that
is, a strong sensation of needing to go to the bathroom?’,
assessed urgency urinary incontinence [14]. The scale for each
symptom is as follows: 0: symptom not present; 1: symptom
present but not at all bothersome; 2: symptom somewhat both-
ersome; 3: symptom moderately bothersome; 4: symptom
quite a bit bothersome. We defined answers 3 and 4 as both-
ersome symptoms. Bothersome symptom was defined as re-
solved when bother score at follow-up was < 3.

Statistical analyses

We categorized the population into two groups based on the
repaired compartment: (1) women who had surgery for ante-
rior and/or apical compartment (± posterior compartment),
i.e., anterior/apical group, and (2) women who had surgery
for posterior compartment only, i.e., posterior group.

To further explore differences between anterior and apical
repairs, we performed a secondary analysis dividing the
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anterior/apical group into women with (1) a vaginal procedure
for anterior wall but not any type of apical procedure (anterior
group); (2) any type of apical procedure but no vaginal procedure
for anterior vaginal wall (apical group); (3) a vaginal procedure
for anterior wall and any type of apical procedure (anterior and
apical group).

We used a generalized linear model (ordinal logistic) to
estimate the association between the baseline anatomy (Ba,
Bp, C in centimeters) and symptom bother (ordinal scale 0
to 4). Multivariable models were fitted to control for pro-
lapse in other compartments (Ba, Bp, C) and to adjust for
potential confounders. The confounders (age, BMI, parity,
smoking, previous POP surgery , previous ant i -
incontinence surgery) were selected based on the knowl-
edge from previous literature and from clinical experience
using directed acyclic graphs [16]. Spearman’s correlation
coefficients did not indicate strong collinearity between the
variables (all < 0.4). The ordinal logistic model yields odds
ratios (OR) with 95% confidence intervals (CI) for a higher
bother score with a centimeter increase in the extent of
prolapse.

To estimate the association between the site/compartment
of surgery and improvement after surgery, we used ordinal
generalized estimation equations adjusting for confounders.
To assess whether anterior/apical repair improved symptoms
more compared with posterior repair, time * repair group

interaction was included in the model. We also performed a
sensitivity analysis adjusting for concomitant posterior repair.

Estimated marginal means from separate models with con-
tinuous dependent variables (instead of ordinal) were used to
plot graphs to illustrate the results.

Ethical aspects

The study followed the ethical standards for human experi-
mentation established by the Declaration of Helsinki of 1964,
revised in 2013. The Research Ethics Committee of the
Northern Savo Hospital District approved the study on
May 20, 2014 (reference number 5//2014), and each partici-
pating hospital granted an approval for conducting the study.
All participants gave written consent.

Results

Characteristics of the study population

The characteristics of the study population (N = 2933) are pre-
sented in Table 1. Of women with follow-up data (N = 2602),
2091 (81%) underwent surgery for the anterior and/or apical
(± posterior) compartment and 478 (19%) for the posterior
compartment only (Fig. 1). One hundred fifty-seven (6%)

Fig. 1 Flowchart showing the selection of the study population. POP, pelvic organ prolapse; FINPOP, Finnish Pelvic Organ Prolapse Surgery Survey
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women self-reported a re-operation for any recurrent prolapse
during the 2-year follow-up.

Prevalence of OAB symptoms at baseline

At baseline, 2346 women (82%) reported at least one OAB
symptom of any degree and 1135 (40%) at least one bother-
some (bother score 3 or 4) OAB symptom (Table 2).
Altogether 1303 (46%) women presented with both urinary
frequency and urgency urinary incontinence of any degree,
and 484 (17%) presented with bothersome urinary frequency
and urgency urinary incontinence.

Association between anatomy and OAB symptoms at
baseline

The severity of urinary frequency increased with advanc-
ing anterior wall and apical prolapse, while posterior wall
prolapse was not associated with this symptom. The odds
for a higher bother score increased by 7% (95% CI 3–11%)
for anterior wall and by 4% (95% CI 1–6%) for apical
prolapse per centimeter of additional descent (multivari-
able model) (Appendix Table 3, Fig. 2). The crude preva-
lence of bothersome urinary frequency increased from 26%
(95% CI 22–31%) to 37% (95% CI 33–40%) and from
29% (95% CI 26–31%) to 36% (95% CI 31–40%) from
stage 0 to stage 3–4 of anterior wall and from stage 0–1 to

stage 3–4 of apical prolapse, respectively (Appendix
Table 4).

The severity of urgency urinary incontinence increased
with advancing anterior wall prolapse; the association with
the posterior wall prolapse was inverse, and there was no
significant association with apical prolapse. The odds for a
higher bother score increased by 8% (95% CI 4–13%) for
anterior wall and decreased by 4% (95% CI 1–8%) for poste-
rior wall prolapse per centimeter of additional descend (mul-
tivariable model) (Appendix Table 3, Fig. 2). The crude prev-
alence of bothersome urgency urinary incontinence increased
from 20% (95% CI 16–24%) for stage 0 to 29% (95% CI 26–
32%) for stage 3–4 of anterior wall prolapse and decreased
from 30% (95% CI 27–33%) for stage 0 to 26% (95% CI 22–
30%) for stage 3–4 of posterior wall prolapse (Appendix
Table 4).

Symptom relief after surgery

The severity of urinary frequency and urgency urinary inconti-
nence decreased after surgery for all compartments (anterior,
apical, anterior and apical, posterior) during the 6-month fol-
low-up (p < 0.008 for all). At 24 months, symptom severity
remained better compared with the baseline except for urgency
urinary incontinence among women undergoing posterior repair
only (p = 0.186 for posterior group and < 0.001 for other groups)
(Fig. 3).

Table 1 Characteristics of the
study population Characteristic Study population N=2933 Data missing n (%)

Age (years), mean±SD 64.0±10.5 2 (0.1)

BMI (kg/m²), mean±SD 26.9±4.1 99 (3.4)

Parity, median (IQR) 2 (1) 47 (1.6)

Current smoker, n (%) 255 (8.7) 11 (0.4)

Diabetes, n (%) 283 (9.6) 0

Prior hysterectomy, n (%) 981 (33.4) 0

Prior POP surgery, n (%) 740 (25.2) 0

Prior anti-incontinence surgery, n (%) 170 (5.8) 0

POP-Q point Ba ≥ 0, n (%) 1859 (65.5) 96 (3.3)

POP-Q point C≥0, n (%) 1138 (40.6) 130 (4.4)

POP-Q point Bp≥0, n (%) 1259 (44.5) 105 (3.6)

PFDI-20 score, mean±SD 99.1±49.9 5 (0.2)

OAB medication, n (%) 97 (3.3) 0

Local or systemic estrogen therapy, n (%) 2429 (82.9) 4 (0.1)

Type of surgery, n (%) 0

Native tissue repair 2357 (80.4)

Vaginal mesh 362 (12.3)

Abdominal mesh 214 (7.3)

SD, standard deviation; BMI, body mass index; IQR, interquartile range; POP, pelvic organ prolapse; POP-Q,
Pelvic Organ Prolapse Quantification System; PFDI-20, Pelvic Floor Distress Inventory-20; OAB, overactive
bladder
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Women undergoing anterior/apical compartment surgery had
worse symptom severity at baseline (< 0.001) and experienced
greater symptom improvement after surgery than women under-
going surgery for posterior compartment only (time*group inter-
action < 0.001). There was no difference in the symptom severity
after the surgery between the two groups (p > 0.05 for all) (Fig.
3). A sensitivity analysis adjusting for concomitant posterior re-
pair yielded similar results (data not shown).

The prevalence of bothersome urinary frequency and
urgency urinary incontinence in the total population de-
creased from 0.31 to 0.08 [relative risk (RR) 0.27] and
0.26 to 0.10 (RR 0.40) during 6 months’ follow-up, respec-
tively (Table 2).

In the anterior/apical group, urinary frequency bother score
improved in 994/1284 (77%) women at 6 months and in 861/
1202 (72%) at 24 months. Bothersome urinary frequency re-
solved in 487/597 (82%) women at 6 and in 426/559 (76%) at
24months.Womenwith bother score of 0 at baseline reported de
novo urinary frequency of any degree in 54/560 (10%) and of
bothersome degree in 5/560 (1%) at 6 months. Urgency urinary
incontinence bother score had improved in 718/1166 (62%)
women at 6 months and in 623/1089 (57%) at 24 months.
Bothersome urgency urinary incontinence had resolved in 363/
484 (75%) women at 6 and in 301/459 (66%) at 24 months. The
risk of de novo urgency urinary incontinence of any degree was
103/685 (15%) and of bothersome degree 14/685 (2%) at 6
months (Fig. 4).

In the posterior group, urinary frequency bother score had
improved in 122/216 (57%) women at 6 months and in 111/
202 (55%) at 24 months. Bothersome urinary frequency had
resolved in 52/83 (63%) women at 6 and in 44/76 (58%) at
24 months. Women with bother score of 0 at baseline reported
de novo urinary frequency of any degree in 24/205 (12%) and
of bothersome degree in 2/205 (1%) at 6 months. Urgency
urinary incontinence bother score had improved in 99/197
(50%) women at 6 months and in 76/186 (41%) at 24 months.
Bothersome urgency urinary incontinence had resolved in 48/
79 (61%) women at 6 and 39/73 (53%) at 24 months. The risk
of de novo urgency urinary incontinence of any degree was
47/229 (21%) and of bothersome degree 6/229 (3%) at 6
months (Fig. 4).

Discussion

Principal findings

OAB symptoms among women undergoing POP surgery are
common (urinary frequency or urgency urinary incontinence
of any and bothersome degree observed in 82% and 40% of
women) and depend on the compartment and severity of pro-
lapse. The symptoms had stronger associations with the ante-
rior and apical compartment than posterior compartmentTa
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Fig. 3 Impact of surgery on overactive bladder symptoms. Impact of
prolapse surgery on the overactive bladder symptom severity during the
follow-up is shown. On the Y-axis, estimated marginal means (and their
95% confidence intervals) from linear generalized estimating equations
multivariable model (scale 0–4, higher number indicating higher symp-
tom bother: 0: symptom not present, 1: symptom present but not at all
bothersome; 2: symptom somewhat bothersome; 3: symptommoderately
bothersome; 4: symptom quite a bit bothersome). On the X-axis, follow-

up points. On the left column, data stratified into two surgical groups. On
the right, anterior/apical group stratified into three groups. The asterisk
indicates P < 0.05, and NS indicates not significant (P > 0.05) for
between-group comparison in an ordinal logistic generalized estimated
equations model at different time points. P-values for within-group im-
provement and time*group interaction are reported for ordinal models.
Between-group comparisons performed only for two groups (i.e.,
anterior/apical vs. posterior)

Fig. 2 Association between the severity of overactive bladder symptoms
and degree and compartment of prolapse at baseline. UUI, urgency
urinary incontinence. Adjusted estimated marginal means with 95%

confidence intervals for stages of individual compartments is shown.
Stage 3 combines stages 3 and 4 for all compartments. For apical
compartment, stage 1 combines stages 0 and 1
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prolapse, as hypothesized. Consistent with this finding, sur-
gery for the anterior and/or apical compartment resulted in
greater postoperative symptom relief compared to posterior
repair. After surgery, women reached a similar level of OAB
symptoms regardless of the repaired compartment. At 6

months, 14% of women reported bothersome urinary frequen-
cy or urgency urinary incontinence.

The degree of prolapse explained only a small propor-
tion of variation in the symptom severity at baseline (e.g.,
11% absolute increase in the prevalence of bothersome
urinary frequency from no anterior wall prolapse to stage

Fig. 4 Change in symptom severity from baseline to 6 months for each
overactive bladder symptom stratified by baseline symptom severity in
the anterior/apical and the posterior groups. Each image depicts change in
symptom severity from baseline to 6 month’s follow-up stratified by
baseline symptom severity: baseline symptom severity on the left and 6

months’ symptom severity on the right. The scale of symptom severity: 4:
symptom quite a bit bothersome; 3: symptom moderately bothersome; 2:
symptom somewhat bothersome; 1: symptom present but not at all both-
ersome; 0: symptom not present. The thickness of the arrow is propor-
tional to percentage
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3–4). Nevertheless, the correction of anatomy relieved a
significant proportion of OAB symptoms. Six months after
anterior/apical compartment surgery, urinary frequency
bother score had decreased in 77% and urgency urinary
incontinence in 62% of women. Although the symptoms
did not correlate with the degree of posterior wall prolapse
at baseline, OAB symptoms’ bother score still decreased
after posterior repair in 50-57% of women. Bothersome de
novo symptoms were uncommon (1–3% 6 months
postoperatively).

Results in the context of what is known

POP and OAB symptoms often coexist, but evidence on the
correlation between the specific anatomical defect and symp-
tom severity is conflicting. Results from the majority of stud-
ies do not support any correlation between the degree of an-
terior wall [17–24], posterior wall [19–22, 24], apical [20, 21,
24, 25] or overall [21] prolapse and OAB symptoms [2].
However, some studies report a correlation, and at least four
studies agree with our findings reporting more OAB symp-
toms with advancing degree of anterior wall prolapse [25–28].

A systematic review concludes that OAB symptoms im-
prove after POP surgery [2]. However, it has remained unclear
how the improvement relates to surgery for specific vaginal
compartments. We identified only four previous studies com-
paring anterior to posterior involvement, and these studies
could not consistently demonstrate a difference between ante-
rior and posterior compartment surgery [5–8].

The reason for the conflicting results may lie in the
study populations and methods: small sample size
[17–21, 23], lack of contrast due to insufficient numbers
of women with small [18, 19] or advanced [21] POP, and
dichotomization of variables [5, 7, 19, 21–24] all reduce
the ability to detect association [29]. Another common
shortcoming is that the analyses are not controlled for pro-
lapse in other compartments [19–23, 28]. This is essential
as different anatomic defects likely contribute to different
kind of pelvic floor dysfunctions.

Weak association between the degree of prolapse and
OAB symptoms as well as incomplete symptom improve-
ment after surgery imply that other factors explain a large
part of the variation in OAB symptoms among the POP
population. OAB is a nonspecific, complex, and multifac-
torial symptom syndrome frequent in the general popula-
tion, and among men as well [1, 2]. There appear to be
several distinct subtypes of OAB with multiple different
mechanisms. The underlying factors can overlap and have
convoluted interactions. Several potential pathophysiolog-
ical factors, including metabolic syndrome, affective

disorders, gastrointestinal functional disorders, sex hor-
mone deficiency, urinary microbiota, and subclinical auto-
nomic nervous system dysfunctions, have been suggested
[30]. Since surgery does not address these potential under-
lying causes, POP surgery will not lead to resolution of
OAB symptoms in all cases.

Clinical implications

Patients, as well as clinicians, often assume that POP causes
their OAB symptoms. Our data show that while the symptoms
are not explained solely by the distorted anatomy, women
nevertheless have high probability of symptom improvement
without any further intervention.

Based on our results, POP can be considered a contributing
factor to OAB symptoms, and it should be evaluated for in the
diagnostic workup of women with these symptoms.

Strengths and limitations

To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest study on the
topic. A national cohort including all levels of hospital care
increases the generalizability of the results. Further strengths
include prospective data collection and use of a validated
questionnaire. Unlike previous studies [5–7], we excluded
women with anti-incontinence procedures. This is important
since anti-incontinence surgery may independently affect
OAB symptoms [2]. We also analyzed the outcomes on the
actual measurement scale instead of dichotomization.

Our study has limitations. The population is comprised of
women scheduled for POP surgery. This may lead to referral
bias overestimating the effect. Second, we did not use a spe-
cific scale for OAB or collect data on urinary urgency and
nocturia, two additional symptoms of OAB. Third, we did
not obtain frequency volume charts or urodynamic studies
and lack objective measures of OAB. Fourth, we did not col-
lect data on OAB medication at follow-up. Finally, the obser-
vational nature of the study precludes drawing a definite caus-
al relationship between POP and OAB.

Conclusion

Urinary frequency and urgency urinary incontinence are com-
mon among women with POP and more strongly related to
anterior and apical than to posterior compartment prolapse.
Substantial symptom improvement is seen after surgery for
any vaginal compartment, and bothersome de novo symptoms
are rare. Residual postoperative symptoms are likely ex-
plained by the multifactorial nature of OAB symptoms.
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Appendix

Table 4 Prevalence of overactive bladder symptoms at baseline per stages of individual compartments

Symptom Compartment Stage Any degree of bothera Bothersome symptomb

n with symptom/n total % (95% CI) n with symptom/n total % (95% CI)

Frequency Anterior 0 264/444 59.5 (54.7–64.1) 116/444 26.1 (22.1–30.5)

1 184/298 61.7 (56.0–67.3) 85/298 28.5 (23.5–34.0)

2 785/1157 67.8 (65.1–70.5) 349/1157 30.2 (27.5–32.9)

3–4 602/831 72.4 (69.3–75.5) 303/831 36.5 (33.2–39.8)

Posterior 0 492/700 70.3 (66.7–73.7) 231/700 33.0 (29.5–36.6)

1 312/434 71.9 (67.4–76.1) 135/434 31.1 (26.8–35.7)

2 759/1183 64.2 (61.4–66.9) 350/1183 29.6 (27.0–32.3)

3–4 259/404 64.1 (59.2–68.8) 130/404 32.2 (27.6–37.0)

Apex 0–1 858/1330 64.5 (61.9–67.1) 379/1330 28.5 (26.1–31.0)

2 633/911 69.5 (66.4–72.5) 300/911 32.9 (29.9–36.1)

3–4 324/456 71.1 (66.7–75.2) 162/456 35.5 (31.1–40.1)

UUI Anterior 0 224/449 49.9 (45.2–54.6) 90/449 20.0 (16.4–24.1)

1 169/298 56.7 (50.9–62.4) 85/298 28.5 (23.5–34.0)

2 769/1161 66.2 (63.4–69.0) 313/1161 27.0 (25.8–32.1)

3–4 554/842 65.8 (62.5–69.0) 243/842 28.9 (25.8–32.1)

Posterior 0 470/709 66.3 (62.7–69.8) 212/709 29.9 (26.6–33.4)

1 299/438 68.3 (63.7–72.6) 108/438 24.7 (20.7–29.0)

2 697/1187 58.7 (55.9–61.5) 299/1187 25.2 (22.7–27.8)

3–4 233/408 57.1 (52.1–62.0) 105/408 25.7 (21.6–30.3)

Apex 0–1 826/1352 61.1 (58.4–63.7) 343/1352 25.4 (23.1–27.8)

2 585/903 64.8 (61.6–67.9) 261/903 28.9 (26.0–32.0)

3–4 278/463 60.0 (55.4–64.5) 114/463 24.6 (20.8–28.8)

CI, confidence interval; UUI, urgency urinary incontinence
a Answer ‘Yes’ in PFDI-20 questionnaire; b bothersome symptom defined as answers 3: moderately and 4: quite a bit in PFDI-20 questionnaire (Scale =
0–4)

Table 3 Association between overactive bladder symptoms and individual vaginal compartments at baseline

Independent variable Urinary frequency Urgency urinary incontinence

ORa 95% CI aORb 95% CI ORa 95% CI aORb 95% CI

Ba (anterior wall prolapse) 1.11 1.07–1.15 1.07 1.03–1.11 1.11 1.07–1.14 1.08 1.04–1.13

Bp (posterior wall prolapse) 0.97 0.93–1.00 0.99 0.95–1.03 0.94 0.91–0.97 0.96 0.92–0.99

C (apical prolapse) 1.05 1.03–1.07 1.04 1.01–1.06 1.04 1.00–1.05 1.01 0.98–1.03

OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; aOR, adjusted odds ratio
a Generalized linear models, univariate analysis; b generalized linear models, multivariable model. Adjusted for prolapse in other compartments, age,
BMI, parity, smoking, history of pelvic organ prolapse and anti-incontinence surgery
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Abstract
Introduction and hypothesis Patient-reported outcome measures are fundamental tools when assessing effectiveness of treat-
ments. The challenge lies in the interpretation: which magnitude of change in score is meaningful for the patients? The minimal
important difference (MID) is defined as the smallest difference in score that patients perceive as important. The Patient
Acceptable Symptom State (PASS) represents the value of score beyond which patients consider themselves well. We aimed
to determine theMID and PASS for Pelvic Floor Distress Inventory-20 (PFDI-20) and Pelvic Organ Prolapse Distress Inventory-
6 (POPDI-6) in pelvic organ prolapse (POP) surgery.
Methods We used data from 2704 POP surgeries from a prospective, population-based cohort. MID was determined with
three anchor-based and one distribution-based method. PASS was defined using two different methods. Medians of the
estimates were identified.
Results The MID estimates with (1) mean change, (2) receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve, (3) 75th percentile, and (4)
distribution-basedmethod varied between 22.9–25.0 (median 24.2) points for PFDI-20 and 9.0–12.5 (median 11.3) for POPDI-6.
The PASS cutoffs with (1) 75th percentile and (2) ROC curve method varied between 57.7–62.5 (median 60.0) for PFDI-20 and
16.7–17.7 (median 17.2) for POPDI-6.
Conclusion A mean difference of 24 points in the PFDI-20 or 11 points in the POPDI-6 can be used as a clinically relevant
difference between groups. Postoperative scores ≤ 60 for PFDI-20 and ≤ 17 for POPDI-6 signify acceptable symptom state.

Keywords Minimal important difference . Patient-acceptable symptom state . Pelvic Floor Distress Inventory-20 . Pelvic Organ
Prolapse Distress Inventory-6 . Pelvic organ prolapse surgery
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CI Confidence interval
AUC Area under the curve

Introduction

The importance of subjective patient-reported outcome mea-
sures (PROMs) in assessing the effectiveness of treatments is
widely acknowledged [1, 2]. Typically, these PROMs are
questionnaires that measure the burden from various symp-
toms and yield a continuous score, which can then be used to
evaluate differences between groups or changewithin a group.
The challenge lies in the interpretation: which magnitude of
difference in score is clinically significant. While statistical
significance can be reached in theory in any comparative
study by increasing the sample size, the observed difference
may be so small that it is not meaningful for patients. To
address this challenge, two concepts have been introduced:
minimal important difference (MID) and patient acceptable
symptom state (PASS).

MID represents the smallest difference in score that pa-
tients perceive as important [3, 4]. Two primary approaches,
anchor-based and distribution-based, are used to determine the
MID. Anchor-basedmethods correlate the change in the target
PROM score with an external criterion, which is typically a
single global measure of perceived improvement/deterioration
rated by the patient [5]. While anchor-based methods reflect
patients’ personal experience, the distribution-based methods
use purely mathematical criteria to determine the MID thresh-
old. Due to this lack of external patient-centered reference
point, distribution-based methods have been suggested to be
used only as supportive evidence or when an anchor-based
MID is not available [6]. Among the various anchor-based
methods, none have been demonstrated to be superior to the
others [5, 6].

While MID is related to change, typically improvement,
PASS is used to interpret whether patients have reached suf-
ficient subjective remission of symptoms (= state). PASS rep-
resents “the value of score beyond which patients consider
themselves well” [7]. MID and PASS are complementary to
one another. When patients rate being improved after a treat-
ment, it does not automatically indicate that their state is sat-
isfactory. On the other hand, after only a modest improve-
ment, patients can assess their state as satisfactory in their
normal life and may not be willing to pursue further treatment.

The short form of the Pelvic Floor Distress Inventory
(PFDI-20) is a condition-specific health-related quality of life
instrument measuring a wide range of symptoms related to
pelvic floor dysfunction. It consists of three scales: urinary,
colorectal/anal, and pelvic organ prolapse (POP). PFDI-20 has
been shown to be a valid, reliable, and responsive instrument
in both pelvic floor and POP research [8–10].

Three studies have defined MID for PFDI-20 [8, 11, 12].
These studies included patients with diverse pelvic floor dis-
orders and interventions (Appendix Table 4). Consequently,
the estimates differed from each other. MID seems to be
disease-specific [6]; therefore, studies defining MID in differ-
ent patient groups are necessary. Accumulating evidence from
multiple studies also creates higher confidence in the MID
estimate. MID for PFDI-20 delineated specifically for POP
surgery has not been previously defined. Furthermore, unlike
for the urinary and colorectal scales of the PFDI-20, MID has
not been defined for its prolapse-specific scale (Pelvic Organ
Prolapse Distress Inventory, POPDI-6).

Until now, the concept of PASS has been more widely
studied and used in musculoskeletal research [7, 13]. To the
best of our knowledge, there are no previous reports on PASS
for PFDI-20.

The aim of our study was to define MID and PASS for
PFDI-20 and POPDI-6 in POP surgery.

Materials and methods

Study population

We used data from the Finnish Pelvic Organ Prolapse Study
(FINPOP). FINPOP is an observational, prospective, nation-
wide cohort including 3535 POP surgeries performed in
Finland in 2015. All Finnish hospitals performing POP sur-
gery were invited to participate and to recruit all patients
planned to undergo POP surgery. The cohort includes 83%
of the operations performed for POP in the whole country
during the study period; 81% (n = 2855) of the operations
were native tissue repairs, 12% (n = 429) were vaginal mesh
surgeries, and 7% (n = 251) were sacrocolpopexies. The study
protocol, population, and methods of surgery have been pre-
viously described in detail [14].

Measurements

The surgeons filled in questionnaires on the patients’ previous
gynecological history, degree of prolapse, and details of the
surgery at baseline. Participants filled in questionnaires at
baseline, 6 months, and 24 months after surgery.

Participants completed PFDI-20 at baseline and at 6
and 24 months after surgery. PFDI-20 consists of three
scales: six questions on the inconvenience of POP
(POPDI-6), eight questions concerning defecation, and
six questions on bladder function. The range of the total
score is 0–300 points, and the range for each scale is 0–
100, with a higher score indicating higher symptom bur-
den. Missing items are excluded, and the mean from the
answered items is used to calculate the total score. The
Finnish version of PFDI-20 has been validated [15].
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Patients rated their perceived global improvement/
deterioration using the Patient Global Impression of
Improvement (PGI-I) scale at 6 and 24months. PGI-I has been
validated for use in POP surgery [16]. The wording of the
question and choices for answer is as follows: “Check the
number that best describes how your postoperative condition
is now, compared with how it was before you had the sur-
gery”: (1) very much better; (2) much better; (3) a little better;
(4) no change; (5) a little worse; (6) much worse; (7) very
much worse.

At 24 months, the participants reported their state by an-
swering the PASS anchor question: “When taking into ac-
count your daily activities and your symptoms related to pro-
lapse, do you consider that your state is good enough?” (“yes”
or “no”).

Data handling and statistical analyses

We restricted the analysis to womenwho had responded to the
baseline questionnaire and at least one of the follow-up (6 and/
or 24 months) questionnaires (N = 2704). We also performed
sensitivity analyses on 2623 women after excluding women
with concomitant anti-incontinence surgery (N = 24) or
rectopexy (N = 57).

We used baseline and 6month’s data for MID analysis. We
calculated the change of PFDI-20 and POPDI-6 scores for
each patient by subtracting the PFDI-20/POPDI-6 score at
baseline from the PFDI-20/POPDI-6 score at 6 months.
Thus, a negative change score indicated improvement of
symptom burden and vice versa.

To assess the usefulness of the MID anchor question, PGI-
I, we calculated the Pearson’s correlations between the PGI-I
and PFDI-20/POPDI-6 change score and between the PGI-I
and PFDI-20/POPDI-6 score at 6 months. We calculated the
mean PFDI-20 and POPDI-6 change scores stratified for each
PGI-I category.

We determined MID using four previously established
methods: three different anchor-based methods—(1) mean
change method, (2) receiver-operating characteristics (ROC)
curve method, and (3) 75th percentile method—and (4) one
distribution-based method: the half a standard deviation (0.5
SD) method. For the anchor-based methods, 7-point PGI-I
was used as the anchor.

As per the mean change method, we calculated MID as
the mean change in score of women reporting ‘a little
better’ in PGI-I minus the mean change in score of wom-
en reporting ‘no change’ [6, 17, 18]. As per the ROC
curve method, we defined MID as the change score which
is associated with the smallest amount of misclassification
into improved and not improved according to PGI-I. We
included patients reporting ‘a little better,’ ‘much better,’
‘very much better,’ and ‘no change’ and then dichoto-
mized the patients into improved (‘a little better,’ ‘much

better,’ ‘very much better’) and not improved (‘no
change’). The MID estimate was determined as the point
on the ROC curve maximizing the sum of sensitivity and
specificity (the Youden index) [19]. As per the 75th per-
centile method, we identified the cut-off point correspond-
ing to the 75th percentile of the change score among pa-
tients with important improvement (defined as PGI-I an-
swers ‘a little better’ or ‘much better’) [20, 21]. Last,
using the distribution-based 0.5 SD method, we took the
0.5 standard deviation (SD) of the baseline mean score as
the estimate for MID [22].

To compare the MID estimates with the measurement
error, we determined the standard error of measurement
(SEM) and smallest detectable change (SDC) in a separate
study population. This population was previously used to
validate the PFDI-20 in Finnish and has been described in
detail by Mattson et al. [15]. Briefly, test-retest measures
of PFDI-20 and POPDI-6, assessed at a 2-week interval,
were available for 60 and 61 women, respectively.
Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for PFDI-20 was
0.92, as reported previously, and SD was 52.4. ICC for
POPDI-6 was 0.83, and SD was 5.1. SEM was calculated
as SD√(1-ICC). The SDC at the group level was calculat-
ed as (1.96xSEMx√2)/√n [23]. The SDC at the individual
level was calculated as 1.96xSEMx√2 [23].

We used 24 month’s data for PASS analysis. We defined
PASS with two previously established methods. Based on the
response to the PASS anchor question, the patients were di-
chotomized into those who had or had not reached PASS (i.e.,
acceptable state). (1) As per the 75th percentile method, we
identified the cut-off point corresponding to the 75th percen-
tile of the 24 months’ score among those reaching PASS [7,
24]. (2) As per the ROC curve method, we plotted the
24 months’ scores against reached/did not reach PASS and
then identified the point on the ROC curve that was the best
compromise between sensitivity and specificity (= maximized
Youden index) [24, 25].

The 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for MIDs and PASSs
were derived with bootstrapping based on 1000 replicates.

Ethical aspects

This study followed the ethical standards for human experi-
mentation established by the Declaration of Helsinki in 1964,
revised in 2013. The study was approved by the Research
Ethics Committee of the Northern Savo Hospital District (ref-
erence number 5//2014), and each participating hospital
granted an approval for conducting the study. The study was
r eg i s t e r ed p ro spec t i ve ly a t C l i n i c a lT r i a l s . gov
(NCT02716506). All participants gave written consent. The
study was organized and funded by the Finnish Society for
Gynecological Surgery, a non-profit organization.
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Results

The study population consists of 2704 patients with the base-
line questionnaire and at least one of the follow-up question-
naires available (6 monthsN = 2535, 24monthsN = 2349). Of
them, 24 (1%) underwent concomitant anti-incontinence sur-
gery (mid-urethral sling), and 57 (2%) underwent concomitant
rectopexy. The characteristics of the study population are pre-
sented in Table 1.

Minimal important difference for PFDI-20 and POPDI-6

PGI-I and PFDI-20 change score at 6 months correlated mod-
erately (r = 0.33; p < 0.001). The correlation between PGI-I
and 6 month’s postoperative PFDI-20 score was strong (r =
0.51, p < 0.001). PGI-I and POPDI-6 change score at 6months
correlated moderately (r = 0.35; p < 0.001). The correlation
between PGI-I and 6 month’s postoperative POPDI-6 score
was strong (r = 0.53, p < 0.001). Table 2 presents the PFDI-20
and POPDI-6 change between baseline and 6 months for each
PGI-I category.

TheMID estimates (for improvement) for PFDI-20 were as
follows: (1) mean change method, −24.4 (95% CI -33.9 to
−14.9); (2) ROC curve method, −24.0 (95% CI -37.7 to
−10.3) [area under the curve (AUC) 0.79 (95% CI 0.75 to
0.84)]; (3) 75th percentile method −22.9 (95% CI -26.2 to
−19.9); 4) 0.5 SD method, −25.0 (95% CI -25.7 to −24.3).
The median of the estimates was −24.2. (Fig. 1).

The MID estimates (for improvement) for POPDI-6 were
as follows: (1) mean change method, −9.0 (95% CI -13.8 to
−4.0); (2) ROC curve method, −12.5 (95% CI -20.6 to −4.4)
[AUC 0.76 (95% CI 0.71 to 0.81)]; (3) 75th percentile meth-
od, −12.5 (95% CI -16.1 to −10.6); (4) 0.5 SD method, −10.1
(95% CI -10.4 to −9.9). The median of the estimates was
−11.3. (Fig. 1).

SEM for PFDI-20 was 14.8. The SDC at the group level
was 5.3. The SDC at the individual level was 41.1. The SEM
for POPDI-6 was 2.1. The SDC at the group level was 0.75.
The SDC at the individual level was 5.8.

Patient-acceptable symptom state for PFDI-20 and
POPDI-6

At 24 months, 84% of the patients reported having reached
PASS. The proportion of patients reaching PASS for each
PGI-I category is given in Table 3. The mean PFDI-20 score
at 24 months among those reaching PASS was 38.4 (95% CI
36.8 to 39.9) and for those not reaching PASS 103.2 (95% CI
97.7 to 108.6). The mean POPDI-6 score at 24 months among
those reaching PASS was 9.2 (95% CI 8.7 to 9.7) and for
those not reaching PASS 33.9 (95% CI 31.7 to 36.1).

The PASS estimates for PFDI-20 were as follows: (1) 75th
percentile method 57.5 points (95% CI 54.9 to 60.4) and (2)
ROC curve method 62.5 [95% CI 41.4 to 83.6; sensitivity
78%, specificity 78%; AUC 0.87 (95% CI 0.85 to 0.88)].
The median of the PASS estimates for PFDI-20 was 60.0.

The PASS estimates for POPDI-6 were as follows: (1) 75th
percentile method 16.7 (95% CI 12.6 to 18.8) and (2) ROC
curve method 17.7 [95% CI 13.1 to 22.3; sensitivity 73%,
specificity 84%; AUC 0.86 (95% CI 0.83 to 0.88)]. The me-
dian of the PASS estimates for POPDI-6 was 17.2.

The sensitivity analyses excluding the women undergoing
concomitant anti-incontinence surgery or rectopexy yielded
similar MID and PASS estimates (Appendix Table 5).

Discussion

Our large, population-based study on women undergoing
POP surgery showed that a reduction of 24 points in PFDI-
20 score and a reduction of 11 points in POPDI-6 score indi-
cate a clinically meaningful improvement within a group or a
clinically relevant difference between groups. We used four
different methods to define MID, and all methods produced
consistent estimates. In addition to MID, we defined PASS
estimates for PFDI-20 and POPDI-6. According to our results,
a postoperative PFDI-20 score of 60 and a postoperative
POPDI-6 score of 17 can be used as a cut-off below which
patients are likely to have reached an acceptable state in terms
of their symptoms.

Table 1 Characteristics of the study population (n = 2704)

Characteristic Value

Age, years, mean ± SD 64.2 ± 10.3

BMI, kg/m², mean ± SD 26.9 ± 4.0

Parity, median (IQR) 2 (1)

Prior hysterectomy, n (%) 916 (33.9)

Prior prolapse surgery, n (%) 683 (25.3)

Prior anti-incontinence surgery, n (%) 157 (5.8)

Current smoker, n (%) 219 (8.1)

POP-Q point Ba ≥ 0, n (%) 1714 (65.5)

POP-Q point Bp ≥ 0, n (%) 1158 (44.4)

POP-Q point C ≥ 0, n (%) 1047 (40.5)

PFDI-20 baseline score a, mean ± SD 98.8 ± 49.8

POPDI-6 baseline score b, mean ± SD 40.8 ± 20.2

a The scale of the score is 0–300, higher score indicating higher symptom
burden
b The scale of the score is 0–100, higher score indicating higher symptom
burden

SD standard deviation, BMI body mass index, POP-Q Pelvic Organ
Prolapse Quantification, PFDI-20 Pelvic Floor Distress Inventory-20,
POPDI-6 Pelvic Organ Prolapse Distress Inventory-6
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Our results complement the three previous reports on MID
for PFDI-20 withMID estimates varying between 13.5 and 45
points [8, 11, 12] (Appendix Table 4). None of these studies
estimated MID specifically in a POP surgery population.
Since MID may vary across clinical conditions [6], it is not
reasonable to expect that a single MID would be applicable in
all populations. Wiegersma et al. estimated a MID of 13.5
points among women undergoing conservative treatment for
POP. The lowerMID estimate in their study was unsurprising.
Their population had a lower baseline score (56 points) than
our population (99 points) likely related to the fact that women
opt for surgical treatment when the symptom burden is high.
Several studies have shown that the MID is dependent on the
baseline score, with a higher symptom burden requiring a
higher change to be perceived [20, 26]. The studies by
Barber et al. (MID 45 points) and by Utomo et al. (23 points)
comprised populations with any pelvic floor dysfunction. The
first included women undergoing surgical treatment, the latter

both conservative and surgical treatment. The discrepancy
with the estimate of the Barber et al. study may be because
they did not subtract the mean change score of the ‘no change’
group as there were no women who reported ‘no change.’

To the best of our knowledge, no previous reports on MID
for POPDI-6 exist in the literature. Barber et al. showed that
the subscales of PFDI were the most responsive to the respec-
tive pelvic floor disorder of primary interest, i.e., responsive-
ness for the POPDI was the highest when the study population
was POP patients and lowest when POP was not the primary
condition [9]. POP patients commonly present with various
pelvic floor symptoms; thus, it seems sensible to use both
PFDI and POPDI in women with POP.

The methods to define MID and PASS are not yet stan-
dardized [13]. Open questions include, but are not limited to:
the preferred statistical method or combination of methods,
wording of the anchors, cut-off in the anchor (a little better
for minimal difference or much better for important

Table 2 Mean PFDI-20 and POPDI-6 change scores for each global impression of change category

Patient Global Impression
of Improvement

n = 2475 a PFDI-20 change score b POPDI-6 change score c

p (%) Mean (95% CI) Mean (95% CI)

Very much better 842 (34.0) −71.8 (−74.8 to −68.8) −37.5 (−38.9 to −36.1)
Much better 1133 (45.8) −55.7 (−58.1 to −53.3) −30.0 (−31.1 to −28.9)
A little better 335 (13.5) −37.9 (−42.5 to −33.4) −19.4 (−21.3 to −17.4)
No change 95 (3.8) −13.5 (−21.9 to −5.1) −10.4 (−14.9 to −6.0)
A little worse 36 (1.5) −30.5 (−48.5 to −12.6) −14.2 (−22.1 to −6.3)
Much worse 28 (1.1) −8.5 (−26.2 to 9.1) −9.9 (−19.2 to −0.6)
Very much worse 6 (0.2) −16.8 (−54.8 to 21.2) −5.6 (−25.8 to 14.7)
All 2475 (100) −56.2 (−57.9 to −54.4) −29.8 (−30.7 to −29.0)

a Calculated for patients with PFDI-20 change score, POPDI-6 change score, and Patient Global Impression of Improvement available at 6 months
b The scale of the score is 0–300, higher score indicating higher symptom burden. Negative value in change score indicates improvement. c The scale of
the score is 0–100, higher score indicating higher symptom burden. Negative value in change score indicates improvement

PFDI-20 Pelvic Floor Distress Inventory-20, POPDI-6 CI Pelvic Organ Prolapse Distress Inventory-6, CI confidence interval

Fig. 1 MID for PFDI-20 and POPDI-6 derived with anchor-based and
distribution-based methods. MID estimates defined with four different
methods and their 95% confidence intervals. Vertical lines denote 95%
confidence intervals. The dashed line indicates the median: - 24 points for

PFDI-20 and -11 points for POPDI-6. MID, minimal important
difference; PFDI-20, Pelvic Floor Distress Inventory-20; POPDI-6,
Pelvic Organ Prolapse Distress Inventory-6; ROC, receiver-operating
characteristics; SD, standard deviation
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difference), follow-up time, and adjustment for confounders
such as the baseline score. As there is no clear agreement on
the best method to define MID and PASS at present, we used
multiple methods and provided the medians of the estimates.
The estimates for bothMID and PASS obtained with different
methods were relatively similar, allowing us to select the me-
dian as the proposed MID/PASS value.

A recent paper by Devji et at. provides an instrument to
critically evaluate the quality of the available MID [27]. Five
core items in a credibleMID are: anchor and PROM answered
by the patients themselves; anchor easily understandable for
the patients; good correlation between the anchor and the
PROM; precise MID estimate (narrow confidence intervals
or large sample); threshold on the anchor reflects a small but
important difference (rather than moderate or large). Four of
these criteria are met in our study, but the correlation between
the anchor and the PROM is suboptimal. The correlation be-
tween the anchor and change score in our study was 0.32 for
PFDI-20 and 0.35 for POPDI-6. A correlation threshold of
0.30–0.35 for a credible MID is often quoted [6]. However,
some authorities have suggested a threshold as high as 0.5 or
0.7 [27, 28]. The anchor correlated more strongly with the
postoperative score than with the change score. This phenom-
enon has been noted previously as well and reflects the short-
coming of the global transition rating as an anchor [29]. It
seems that patients are biased by their current state at the time
of rating and cannot recall their preoperative state to which
they should make a comparison. On the other hand, while
PFDI-20 attempts to capture a comprehensive picture of the
pelvic floor function, it may fail to capture the individual
perspective. For example, a woman may see an improvement
in bulge and bladder storage symptoms after POP surgery, but
may experience bothersome de novo stress urinary inconti-
nence or dyspareunia (the latter not measured by PFDI-20).
She may perceive her state as much worse than before the
surgery even though her score improved markedly.

Our MID estimates for PFDI-20 and POPDI-6 can distin-
guish clinically important change from measurement error
with high certainty when used at the group level. However,
because measurement error (as indicated by SDC) at the indi-
vidual level is larger than the MID, PFDI-20 is not suited to
follow up individuals in clinical practice, there is a consider-
able chance that an observed change of the size of 24 points (=
MID) is due to measurement error.

MID and PASS can be used concurrently in interpretation of
PROM scores in comparative and observational studies. The
principle role of MID is to interpret group-level mean differ-
ences: if a statistically significant difference in change score
between groups is greater than the MID, it can be interpreted
as a clinically meaningful difference in the efficacy. Second,
MID and PASS can be used in responder analysis to report or to
compare how large a proportion of patients experienced a
meaningful improvement and, perhaps more importantly,
reached an acceptable state. Since the difference in the PROM
score may be difficult to grasp, the proportion of responders
provides a useful tool for clinical decision-making and patient
counseling. Third, MID can be utilized in sample size calcula-
tions to signify the smallest difference the study needs to detect.

We suggest adding the concept of PASS into the armamen-
tarium of gynecological clinical research. PASS may be a
more relevant measure for patients compared to MID—after
reaching an improvement comparable to MID, one can still
suffer from symptom burden that is beyond subjective toler-
ance. Furthermore, unlikeMID, PASS can be used to compare
trial results when the baseline PROM score is not available.

Strengths and limitations

The strengths of our study include: a large, population-based
sample and wide diversity of surgical methods increase the
generalizability of the results; multiple statistical methods yield-
ing consistent MID estimates suggest robustness of the results.

Table 3 Proportion of patients
reaching patient acceptable
symptom state (PASS) at 2 years'
follow-up for each global
impression of change category

PGI-I Patients reporting to have reached PASS a

N reaching PASS/N patients per PGI-I group

%; 95% CI

Very much better 660/665 99; 98 to 100

Much better 945/990 96; 94 to 97

A little better 233/381 61; 56 to 66

No change 40/116 35; 26 to 44

A little worse 14/58 24; 14 to 37

Much worse 4/33 12; 3 to 28

Very much worse 6/18 33; 13 to 59

All 1902/2261 84; 82 to 85

a Calculated for patients with Patient Global Impression of Improvement and Patient Acceptable Symptom State
available at 24 months

PASS Patient Acceptable Symptom State, PGI-I Patient Global Impression of Improvement, CI confidence
interval
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The most important limitation of our study is that the cor-
relation between the anchor (PGI-I) and the PROM change
score was only moderate. However, the MIDs detected by the
distribution-based method were nearly equal to those detected
with the anchor-based methods. Another limitation is that the
small number of patients with no change/deterioration
prevented us from estimating the MID for deterioration.

Conclusions

We provided MID and PASS estimates to aid the interpreta-
tion of PFDI-20 and POPDI-6 scores in POP surgery. A mean
difference of 24 points in the PFDI-20 score and 11 points in
the POPDI-6 score can be used as a clinically relevant differ-

ence between groups. A postoperative PFDI-20 score ≤ 60
and a POPDI-6 score ≤ 17 can be used in responder analysis
(acceptable state).
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Appendix

Table 4 Characteristics of previous studies estimating the minimal important difference (for improvement) for Pelvic Floor Distress Inventory-20

Author Year N Population Method to determine MID Anchor MID

Barber [8] 2005 45 Surgery for any pelvic floor dysfunction;
POP 58%; baseline score 122;
follow-up 3–6 months

Anchor based; mean change in score of
those being ‘a little better’ on the global
rating scale (N = 7)

Global perception of
improvement; 7 points

45

Utomo [12] 2014 67 Urinary incontinence, POP (57%), fecal
incontinence; Conservative,
pharmaceutical, or surgical treatment
(66%); baseline score 94; follow-up
6 months

Anchor based; ROC-curve method
Question 2 in the RAND 36 was

dichotomized: patients reporting to be
“a little better” or “much better” were
classified as “improved,” while
“same,” “a little worse,” or “much
worse” were classified as “not
improved”

RAND 36; question 2, rating
of patient’s impression of
their general health
compared to 1 year ago;
5-point

23

Wiegersma
[11]

2017 214 Conservative treatment for POP; baseline
score 56; follow-up 12 months

Anchor based; ROC curve method;
global perception of improvement was

dichotomized to categories “better” and
“much better” vs “about the same,”
“worse”, and “much worse”

Global perception of
improvement; 5-point

13.5

MIDminimal important difference, POP pelvic organ prolapse, TVM transvaginal mesh,MUSmid-urethral sling, ROC receiver-operating characteristic

Table 5 MID and PASS for PFDI-20 and POPDI-6 excluding patients with concomitant anti-incontinence surgery or rectopexy N = 2623

Method used MID for PFDI-20 (95% CI) MID for POPDI-6 (95% CI) PASS for PFDI-20 (95% CI) PASS for POPDI-6 (95% CI)

Mean change −24.1 (−33.9 to −14.9) −8.7 (−13.8 to −4.0) NA NA

ROC curve −24.0 (−38.7 to −9.2) −12.5 (−20.1 to −4.9) 57.3 (54.4 to 60.1) 16.7 (11.7 to 18.8)

75th percentile −22.1 (−26.2 to −19.9) −12.5 (−16.1 to −10.6) 62.5 (47.9 to 85.4) 17.7 (12.1 to 23.4)

0.5 SD −24.7 (−25.7 to −24.3) −10.1 (−10.4 to −9.9) NA NA

Median for above estimates −24.1 −11.3 59.9 17.2

MID and PASS estimates defined with different methods and their medians. Sensitivity analyses excluding women with concomitant anti-incontinence
surgery (N = 24) and rectopexy (N = 57)

MID minimal important difference, PFDI-20 Pelvic Floor Distress Inventory-20, CI confidence interval, POPDI-6 Pelvic Organ Prolapse Distress
Inventory-6, PASS Patient Acceptable Symptom State, ROC receiver-operating characteristics, SD standard deviation, NA not applicable
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